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PREFACE

Volume II contains supplemental material pertinent to the data, conclusions, and recom-
mendations presented in Volume I. Each section is a separate entity.,

In some cases original material wrs edited and produced for this publication. However,
where the technical content was reproduced from existing reports or documents, the contents
were not changed or modified. Acknowledgements for all sections are provided below.
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Author: John E. Celto

Section 2. Underwater Radiance Scanner
Author: Richard D. Anderson

Section 3. Aircraft Receiver System.
Author: Robert F. Howarth

Section 4, F(8) Receiver.
Author: Merv Hyde

Section 5. An Instrument for the Measurement of Spectral Attenuation Coefficient and

Narrow Angle Volume Scattering Function of Ocean Waters, SI 0 Ref. 7 5-25.
Authors: R.W. Austin and T. Petzold

Section 6. Surface Support Platform
Author: Lt. Robert J. Giannaris, USN

Section 7. Atmospherical and Optical Background Monitoring System.
Author: Merv Hyde
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SECTION 1

THE OI'SATCOM FIELD TEST LASER

: !INTRODUCTION

Sllie underwater light source used in the OPSATCOM field tests is a flashlamp-
pumped dye laser system that was specifically designed and built for the project at NELC.
The system consists of three main parts - the laser proper in a submersible canister (fig,
1-4), a topside control panel (fig. 5), and 250 feet of interconnecting cable. The general
system specifications are given in table 1.

The other features of the laser system are:

Automatic control of pulse amplitude

Leak-initiated shutdown

Pressure and temperature interlockt

Stable pulse rate

Telemetry sync output

Rapid dye solution and flashlamp replacement

This report is arranged to present a description of the system electronics; the installa-

tion, operation, and maintenance of the laser; and the results of system calibration.

T.
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Figure 3. Close-up view of' panel ('r•nt carrying most of the clectrolnics.
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TABLE 1. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS.

Mechanical

Canister size 41 -cm dia X 84.cm height (16 X 33 in)
46-cm-dia flange (18 in)

Weight 109 kg (240 lb)

Displacement 114 kg (250 lb)
Depth limit 180 m (600 ft)

Electrical

Input power 1 kW, 3 phase,400 Hz, Y
Lamp energy up to 10 joules

Optical

Wavelength blue.green, depending on dye
Pulse rate 20 p/s (pulses per second)
Pulse energy up to 5 mJ
Peak power up to 6.5 kW
Pulse width 0.75 JAs

DETAILED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

THE LASER

head, the black rectangular block in top center of figure 3, is shown bounded by dotted

4 'lines at the top of the diagram.
; , The lasing medium in this system is a solution of a fluorescent organic dye in ethanol

that circulates through a 3-inch-long quartz capillary tube, Curved mirrors at either end of
the tube satisfy the feedback requirements for multimode laser action and a linear xenon
flashlamp acts as the laser pump. The flashlamp and parallel capillary lie along the foci of
a cylindrical elliptical reflector built into the laser head.

Most of the remaining elements diagrammed in figure 6 are concerned with flashing
the flashlamp. They control both the timing and brightness of the pumping light.

The energy required by the flashlamp for any given laser pulse is provided by the
energy storage capacitor (ESC) shown just below and to the left of the laser head in figure 6
and at top center in figure 4, Typically, 5 joules of input energy (7 kV in 0.2 PF) is re(luired
for a laser output energy of 5 mJ. Discharge of the ESC into the flashlamp is controlled by
the thyratron switches to the right in figure 6 and recharge of the capacitor is managed by

1
Sr
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' the circuit CemCnts to tile left. Assuming that the capacitor starts charged, the dischargc
and recharge cycle proceeds as follows:

I . A trigger pulse, TI, from tile control unit is applied to the ignition circuit
which, in turn, applies a 20-kV pulse to a wire wrapped around the flashlamp, A feeble

;k spark is produced within tile xenon by displacement currents and the gas is left in a par-
tially ionized state.

2. Fifteen microseconds later, a second pulse, T2, after conversion to a 1 .5-kV
pulse in the trigger module, turns on the first of two thyratrons in the thyratron switch
section. This prepulse thyratron causes roughly 2% of the stored energy to be dissipated in
the flashlamp, producing a larger spark and a much higher level of ionization.

3. A 1.5-kV pulse generated by the T3 signal appears I OAs later, turns on the main
pulse thyratron, and dumps the remaining stored charge Into the flashlamp. The intense flash
produced pumps the laser more efficiently than a flash produced without a prepulse and
more reliably than a flash produced without an ignition pulse.

4, Recharge of the ESC begins immediately through the charging circuit, an
inductor/diode arrangement that effectively doubles the voltage provided by the high-
voltage supply, The charge cycle takes approximately 2 ms and the ESC "coasts" for the
48 ms preceding the next pulse. During the time that the system is on but not being trig-
gered from the surface, a vacuum relay in the charging circuit disconnects the ESC from

, the high voltage to prevent corrosion of the water-cooled flashlamp terminals,
Associated with the flashlamp is a parallel resistor of 5 M S2 that is required to bias

the thyratron anodes and a series circuit consisting of a 2,5-mHI choke and a 500-pF
capacitor. This LC network aids in reliable thyratron turnoff,

The laser output level is stabilized In this system by a feedback I hop that includes a
beamsplitter and fiber optic probe, detector, filter, and relay circuits within the control
unit, and a motor-driven Variac In the high-voltage supply. This loop compensates for de-
creases in output caused by flashlamp and dye solution aging processes. Some 8 hours of

operation can be expected between lamp and dye changes.
Also represented as blocks in figure 6 are the dye and cooling water circulating

pumps and a water sensor circuit. The latter shuts the system down if salt water invades
the canister. Additionally, four normally closed switches are shown in the fault line.
These switches sense pressure and temperature in the dye and water circuits and prevent
triggering of the flashlamp If tile liquids overheat or stop circulating, A meter MUX line

carries multiplexed signals representing high-voltage input to the lamp and the laser output
to the surface for display on the control panel.

Detailed diagrams of the blocks in figure 6 are given in figures II through 13.

THE LASER CONTROL PANEL

The laser control panel of figure 7 controls the prime power to the laser canister,
provides a 20-Hz signal to "run" the laser, displays two important laser operating param-
eters, and provides a signal for an I'M sync transmitter.

The prime power control is straightforward. A 5-ampere circuit breaker turns the
control panel on and offt nd simultaneously powers the laser through four of the intercon-
necting wires. A phLasc reversal switch is included in two of the lines to reverse the direction
of rotation ol' the pumps if rCquired.

1-9
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The 20-Hz laser trigger signal is derived from a 1 -MHz crystal oscillator by dividing
by 50 000, Whether or not the signal is sent to the laser is determined by the state of the
thyratron warm-up time delay, the run button, the FAULT SENSE, and the SYNC ONLY
switch as shown in the diagram,

The multiplexed meter signal is received and decoded by a circuit in the control
panel and a measure of flashlamp high-voltage input and laser output is displayed for the
operator's use. The readings on these meters determine when a flashlamp change is
required.

There is a nominal 25-ps delay between the time a signal is sent to the laser and the
time the laser output pulse appears. The OPSATCOM sync transmitter requires a 5-As lead;
or, relative to the signal sent, a 20-pAs delay. This function is handled by the elements shown
in the upper right of figure 7.

While in the field, a pulse counter and line voltage monitor were added to the con-
trol panel as shown in figure 5,

(Detailed control panel circuitry is shown in fig 13.)

INSTALLATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE

SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT

CAUTION: DO NOT RUN THE LASER
WITHOUT FIRST PURGING WITH NITROGEN!

I . Connect 3-phase, 4-wire, Y, 400-Hz power to the top four terminals of the
barrier strip on the side of the control panel case as shown in table 4. The voltage should
be 120 volts line-to-neutral,

"2. Connect the eight-conductor laser Interconnecting cable terminations to
terminals 5 through 12 on the barrier strip. (See table 4.)

3t Connect the cable to the laser canister,
4. Turn on the system, It' the FAULT lamp lights and stays lit, turn off the sys-

ter and reverse the position of the switch on the side of the control panel case. If the
FAULT lamp does not light, go to 6,

5, Turn on the system, The FAULT lamp should go out, indicating the pumps
are running in the right direction,

6. Observe that the lower meter reads upscale, the upper meter reads zero,
7. Observe that after a 3-minute delay, the green READY lamp lights.
8. Tapping tile RUN button with the Laser 4 Sync/Sync Only switch in the Laser

+ Sync position should light the button and produce an upscale reading on the upper meter.
A slight decrease in the lower meter reading is normal. In the Sync Only position, the RUN
button should light without an upscale reading,

9. To complete the installation, connect a 1NC cable between the TTL sync out-
put and the sync transmitter input. Secure tile system.

KA' -lil



SYSTEM OPERATION

CAUTION: DO NOT RUN THE LASER
WITHOUT FIRST PURGING WITH NITROGEN!

I. With the proper 400-Hz power applied and the laser canister interconnected
and submerged, push the control panel circuit breaker to ON.

2. Allow 3 minutes for warm-up. The green READY light should come on, This
is the normal laser standby condition.

3. If sync transmission is desired whether the laser is running or not, place the
Laser + Sync/Sync Only switch in the Sync Only position and tap the RUN button. Controlthe laser by switching between Sync Only and Laser + Sync with the RUN button lit,

4. ifsyne transmission Is desired only when the laser is running, switch to Laser
+ Sync and control the laser with the RUN button, tapping it to start or stop.

5. Each time the laser is activated, the upper meter should return to the same
reading. Failure to read a constant value indicates that the output level regulation systemis out of regulation, €

6. If the upper meter reading begins to decrease with the lower meter reading near
8, tile flashlamp needs replacement. If the flashlamp is replaced and the lower meter reading
does not decrease to a value near 0, the dye may need replacement,

FLASHLAMP REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE

I, Turn off the power to the system and remove the canister cover. Inspect the
Interior for water leakage. Remedy the problem if necessary.

2. Remove the protective cover from the anode assembly and discharge the anode
assembly to the chassis with an insulated-handle screwdriver.

"3. Remove the three screws securing the circular flange to the anode assembly.

V 4 4. Slowly lift the flange and lamp straight up until clear of the anode assembly,
Avoid splashing or dripping water into the beamsplitter recess. Should the lamp separate
from the flange and remain in the water jacket, remove the lamp with a pair of pliers,

5. Remove the old lamp from the flange ferrule and replace it with a new one,
The end of the lamp marked + must be within the ferrule and the slit on the trigger wire
sleeve should face the light exit hole in the flange.

6. Wait long enough for the water level in the lamp jacket to recede and carefully
reinsert tile lamp. Avoid overflowing water into the beanisplitter recess.

7. Secure the flange to the anode assembly with the three screws, Make sure the [
beamsplitter Is clean and dry and add the plastic protective cover. The system may be
operated briefly to check output and regulation, Turn off before proceeding.

8. Inspect the cover sealing surfaces and add silicone grease if necessary. Install
thle cover and start two bolts.,

-9. Prop the cover open on one side with a matchbook or equivalent and connect
a tank nitrogen line to the purge fitting on the side o' the canister.
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10. Purge with nitrogen. Allow for a 100-psi (1 psi = 6894.7 Pa) pressure decrease

in a standard size tank. Turn off the gas.
H1. Secure the cover, remove the nitrogen line, and ca; the purge fitting.

DYE REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE

I . Secure the system, remove the canister cover, and discharge the anode assembly
to chassis.
l 2. Uncap the drain line above the drain valve knob and connect a plastic drain
line. Route the drain line to an empty container.

3. Remove one of the caps on the dye tank and connect a line to a source of
nitrogen gas at 10 psi.

4, Turn the drain valve to the DRAIN LASER position. Keep the valve in that
position until the drain line blows dry (approx 1 min).

5, Turn the drain valve through RUN to DRAIN TANK. Keep the valve in that
position until the drain line blows dry (approx 4 min).

6. Disconnect the pressure line and return the valve to RUN. Cap the drain line.

7. Remove the second cap on the dye tank. Affix the valve cap assembly to a
container of new dye. Close the valve.

8. Invert the dye container and secure the valve to one of the uncapped dye tank
fittings.

9. Open the valve to the dye container and squeeze the dye into the tank. When
empty, close the valve and remove dye container.

I10. Cap off the dye tank fittings and make sure the dye drain valve is in the RUN
position.

11. Cover and purge the canister as in FLASHLAMP REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE,

"OUTPUT PEAK POWER ADJUSTMENT

I . Open the canister, disconnect the water lines, and raise the vertical chassis
.until tie holes in the edge of the plate are just above the tops of the guide channels. Secure
in this position with 'A-inch-diameter pins,

2, Interconnect the chassis plug and the jack in the base of the canister with the
extension cord and replace the water lines with the longer lines provided.

3. Connect the control panel to canister cable and energize the 400-Hz power line.
4. Attach an IG&G model 580-00-1 I narrow-beam adapter to a model 580-25-A

detector he-ad and secure both to a model S85-00-1I5 tripod. Interconnect thle head and a
imodel 580-1 IA meter unit.

5. Set the controls on the detector head as follows:

Negative bias voltage to INT
External viewing multiplier to X 100
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Aperture multiplier to X!C IC

Anode to INT
Signal to ANODE

6. Set the. controls on the meter unit as follows:

Ampere multiplier to 10-7

Current/Charge to Current
Hold/Integ'ate/Reset to Reset

7, Position the detector head 12 inches above the laser output aperture with the
face of the adapter pointing downward, parallel to the floor. Turn on the meter unit and
zero the meter.

8, Conaect water ond drain lines to the laser heat exchanger coil and turn on the
water.

9, Operate the laser and reposition tile detector, if necessary, to locate the spot
in the center of the diffuser plate, Turn off the laser beam.

10, Connect a coaxial cable from the signal output of the detector head to the
vertical input of an accurate oscilloscope, Set the vertical gain for 0.2 volt/division and the
sweep speed for 0.5 js/uivision. Turn on the laser at the control panel and adjust the scope
sync for a stationary pulse pattern.

11. The calibration for NELC Code 2500's radiometer is 1.625-V/kW with the ex-
ternal viewing multiplier in the Xl100 position. With the aperture multiplier in the X 10
position, 0.1625 V represents I kW, For 5-kW peak power, 0,8125 V is required, If the
peak amplitude on the scope differs from that, the level setting adjustment can be changed
to 'orrect the reading,

12. The control is located on the outboard face of the control module located on
the lower left center of the ;hassls. It is the screwdriver adjustment closest to the chassis
plate in the lower left corner. Turning the screw clockwise will increase the laser output.
The system tends to stabilize from the top down, and it is advisable to cycle the laser on
and off a number of times while making this adjustment,

13. Secure the equipment and restore the laser to its normal operating configura-
tion. Purge with nitrogen,

CALIBRATION

The purpose of the OPSATCOM laser calibration was to provide, for data reduction
purpuses, a complete and accurate list of laser output parameters. A summary of that list
is presented in table 2, and tile t'ollowing paragraphs describe briefly tile measurement
procedures,
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TABLE 2. LASER OUTPUT PARAMETERS.

Pulse repetition rate 20 p/s (pulses per second)
Peak pulse amplitude 5 kW (16% rel, ±10% abs)

Pulse width 0,75 Js

Pulse energy 4 mJ/p (nom)

Center wavelength 521.4 mu

Bandwidth 4,65 nm

Boamwidth (in water) 21.4 mrad (FWHM)

THE LASER CALIBRATION REFERENCE

The local standard used for setting the laser output to the 5-kW peak power level
used for the field tests is an EG&G radiometer unit of the 580 series. The equipment is
factory calibrated against an NBS certified thermopile and is supplied with a complete set

of sensitivity vs wavelength tables. It is one of the most accurate radiometric equipments
available.

EG&G gives an absolute accuracy specification of ±8%, a precision specification of
K1%, and an NBS uncertainty specification of approximately 3%. Presumably, the precision

and uncertainty together with other calibration tolerances make up the overall accuracy
specificationJ1

The calibration constant that applies to the OPSATCOM laser is 1,625 V/kW. Five
times that level is established during laser setup while viewing the output pulse on a cali-
brated oscilloscope.

The radiometer can also be used to measure pulse energy. The nominal output pulse
energy corresponding to 5-kW peak power Is 4 ni.J. This number earle= ýlightly depending

on mirror alignment and was not specifically recorded during the field tests,

PULSE AMPLITUDE STABILITY

Once the laser has been set up to provide a specified peak output level, then the
short- and long-term stability of the output becomes a factor to consider,

Short-term (pulse to pulse) stability is determined by the flash-to-flash uniformity
in brightness and position of the arc in the flashlamp. For a given input energy, a small
variation in output pulse amplitude is to be expected. Long-term stability is determined by
how well the output control system compensates for changes in the output of the flashlamp
and in the efficiency of the dye solution as the lamp and dye age.

As part of the post-field-test calibration effort, quantitative measurements of these
factors were made, Before the results are presented, a laser design flaw that bears upon
them will be described,

It was necessary, when designing the amplitude control system, to build a delay into
the circuitry to allow the voltage that represents the output level enough time to rise to
its true value. The delay was designed to lock out tile motor drive to the Variac to keep the

z system from increasing lamp input energy at the start of each run cycle. As it turned out,
the delay persists after the run cycle ends, and the Variac is driven upward -out of the
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regulator dead zone, anyway, In short, every time the laser is switched to RUN, the output
starts slightly high and restabilizes to the set value. This cycle affects the first 5 seconds or
so of laser output and may not be an altogether detrimental flaw. It also has the effect of
narrowing the dead zone by starting at the upper edge each and every time the laser is
operated,

Figure 8 shows the laser output at the indic•ted times during tour SCparatC run
cycles. i-achl photograph is a I -second c posure a11d conttins 20 individual putlsCs. The
gain of the scope was adjusted so that one small division equals 4% of set amplitude and the
sweep speed is 0,5 ps/cm.

As can be seen in the photographs, the amplitude starts high, about 7%, and within
5 seconds stabilizes at Ihe set value, Once stabilized, tl,e pu,•e-to-pulse stability together
with the reset error amounts to a nominal ±5%, These samples tare representative of both
the short- and long-term stability of the system.

The stability of the control system over longer periods of time is also evidenced by
the data given in table 3, These are excerpts of the log kept on laser operation during
those parts of the field tests when actual measurements were made, Although Intended
for gross monitoring purposes only, the meter readings Indicate that the system was regu-
lItlting and that the output was stable during these intervals, The difference In uppeir meter
readings (output) between the two series of dates does not include actual differences in
output level but rather a difference in the position of the fiber optic probe in its drilled
passage at the bearnsplitter,** In both series, the operating peak power level was 5 kW.

For error analysis purposes, a stability of' ±15% in peak power amplitude will be used.

4 .4

I ,*

4"4' Between these dates, the laser was reworkod tit NU.'LC to solve a problem with unexpulted shutdown
and the disassombly/roassembly oportitton resultad Ini a diftfernt probe position, The probe does not
nmove during oporation,
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TABLE 3. LASER LOG EXCERIPTS,

Lower Upper
D1te Cuunt Meter Meter Comments

6/18 22 7.1 1,0 Photos (U-W)

6/19 27 6.9 1.0 Display

6/19 28 6,9 1.0 Display

6/19 35 6.8 1,0 A/C pass

6/19 39 6.6 1.05 Same

6/25 10 6,8 1,05 f(s) mnus

6/25 89 7.0 1.05 A/C pass

6/26 102 6.2 1.05 filming

6/27 102 6.2 1.05 A/C pass

7/16 93 1.5 Culibration

7/17 126 6,4 1.4 A/C pass

j7/19 133 6.4 1.4 A/C puss

7/!9 170 6.4 1.4 A/C pass

7/21 201 6,4 1.4 A/C pass

7/22 245 6,4 1-5-1.4 A/C puss-

7/23 305 6.4 1.4 ARE)

7/24 348 6.2 1.5 A/C pass
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LASER WAVELENGTH AND BANDWIDTH

The laser cavity used in the OPSATCOM laser is an untuned cavity; that is, prisms or
gratings are not used to peak the cavity gain at any particular wavelength. The dielectric
coatings used for mirrors are spectrally flat throughout the blue-green and a large number of
dye/solvent combinations can be made to lase in this cavity,

S" The dye/solvent combination used for OPSATCOM has, in common with all other
dye/solvent mixtures, a fluorescence spectrum that Is several tens of nanometers wide and
could be made to lase in a tuned cavity at wavelengths ranging from the yellow through the
blue-green. When this dye is used in an untuned cavity, the requirements for laser action are
simultaneously satisfied for a nUmnber of colors and, in fact, the system lases over a band of
wavelengths that corresponds to the peak in the dye/solvent fluorescence spectrum. Measure-
ments made before the field tests with a small prism spectrometer indicated a center wave-
length of 522 nm and a bandwidth of 5 nrn.

As part of the calibration procedure, the output spectrum of the laser was more ac-
curately measured with a Jarrell-Ash 1-meter spectrometer. A densitometer scan of the laser
spectrum together with a pair of reference lines is shown in figure 9, The lower curves were
taken with one-half and one-fourth the exposure of the upper curve and serve to define the
half- intensity points.

The measured bandwidth Is 4.65 nm and the center wavelength is 521.4 nm. These
measurements were made with the same dye solution used in the field tests. There is no evi-
denee of the green shift that accompanies dye exhaustion.
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LASER BEAM DIVERGENCE

An exact measurement of the shape and divergence of the laser beam has also been
made. A plot of the data taken is shown in figure 10. The measured beamwidth in air and
the calculated bearnwidth in water Lre given below,

.1 Amplitude Air Water

0.5 28.4 mrad 21.4 mrad
1/e 30.1 mrad 22.6 mrad
1 /e2  33.0 mrad 24,8 mrad

(11.

IIh

b, 11"

, Igtive .0, Beam divorgenec (ah).
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ERROR ANALYSIS

The beamwidth, center wavelength, and bandwidth of the output of the OPSATCOM
laser are, for all practical purposes, invariant quantities. The actual value of the peak pulse
amplitude and the stability of that value, on tile other hand, are affected by the factors
mentioned earlier in the sections covering the calibration reference and pulse amplitude sta-
bility. The seemingly largest source of uncertainty is the ±l8% accuracy specification Usso-
elated with the EG&G radiometer unit. In fact, this source of error is not always as important
as It appears to be.

Most of the radiometer error consists of a fixed offset in an absolute sense; that is,
the instrument would read consistently high or low (or exactly for that matter) when used to
measure a precisely known Intensity of light at 521.4 nm. Its reproducibility of measurement
Is less than I% according to the manufacturer, so, although it may be reading wrong, the error
involved in reproducing the wrong reading is small.

If this instrument is used to calibrate the laser and then to calibrate a receiving appura-
itus, the offset, if there is one, becomes a part of the calibration of both instruments In the

same direction. If the laser and receiver are separated and the received signal intensit'-s are
expressed in normalized form, such as "dB of path loss" or ",UW/cm 2 for a 5-kW laser pulse,"
then the offset cancels out. The only place the offset shows up is in expressing quantities in
absolute units; one cannot compare the receiver calibration data with receiver noise and say
that the receiver SNR is 0 dB at 1 nW/cm2, for example, without cnnsidering the possibility
of an offset. For relative measurements the ± 1% specification should be used, and for abso-
lute measurements the ±8% specification.

The largest soturc, of error for most purposes, then, is the pulse-to-pulse amplitude
stability. This has been shown to be of the order of ±5% in the steady state (after 5 seconds
of operation). If another ±2% is allowed twice for oscilloscope error (once when setting up
the laser and once when calibrating the receiver), then the limits for relative measurements
would be (12 + 22 + 22 + 52)= 6%. Absolute measurements, by the same reasoning,
could be in error by no more than ± 10%.

These error limits, ±6% rel and ± 10% abs, represent only those factors described
above and do not include errors associated with reading or recording data at the receiver.

Detailed system information is provided in table 4 and figures I1-13.

STABIA. 4. LASER CONIrROL PANEL TEIRMINAL IDENTIFICATION.
I . NoUtral

2. Phasi I input

3. Phas 2 input

4. Phase 3 input

5. Neutral down (black)
6. Phase I down (oritage)

7. I1haso 2 down (rod)

8. Phase 3 down (whIto/black)

)9. 20.H1y. signal down (green)
10. Meotr MUX up (red/black)

11. Vault up (white)

12. Signal ground (blue)
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SECTION 2
UNDERWATER RADIANCE SCANNER

BACKGROUND

iThe Underwater Radiance Scanner was developed to measure radiance distributions
of natural light fields underwater. It was deployed in a series of experiments designed to
validate a model describing propagation of' optical energy from a satellite to an underwater
terminal. In addition to measuring radiunce distribution, tile instrument is roquired to
rapidly sample the solar energy distrihutions found just below the surface at an adequate
rate to define the sea surface wave slope statistics.

Radiance is the radiant power incident on a unit surface area per unit solid angle
from a defined direction, Radiance distributions are the collections of numbers which de-
scribe the radiance values at a point In space from all directions. 2 Hence, tile radiance L
may be defined by

L d2 F W/em2 sr
dA cos d d /o 2  s

where F is the incident flux density on an area dA at an angle of incidence • from a field
of dn.3

Physical oceanography has recognized radiance distributions as a function of depth
as significant measures of the inherent optical properties of water masses.4 , 5 Early workers
devised photometric instruments to obtain radiance distributions in the sea, The resolving
power of these Instruments, however, was poor; the volume of data which had to be handled
was large; and the Instruments themselves were awkward, limiting the quality and quantity
of the data acquired,

A very complete set of radiance distributions as a function of depth was obtained by
Tyler in Luke Pend Oreille in northern Idaho,6 Tyler's instrument was a mechanically scan-
ning (Yorshun tube photometer and was not suitable for work in the open ocean.

The importance of the radiance distribution with depth in water masses as a means
of describing inherent optical properties was first recognized by Duntley in 1949. Theoretical
work exiloring the nature of underwater radiance distributions was accomplished by
Duntley and Preisendori'er 8 with Tyler4 showing that the greatest yield of information from
experimental sources on the optical properties of natural waters Is provided by the measure-
.mnet of radiance distribution with depth.

I . Karp, S, "Optical Conununications Between Underwater and above Surface (Satellite) Terminals"
SEEE 'Tran Conm, COM.24, 66-81 (1976)

2. Smith, RC, et al, "An Oceanographic Radiance Distribution Camera System," Applied Opties,2.
2015-2022 (1970)

3. Jerlow, NG, "Optical Oceanography," Elsevier 1968
4, Tyler, JE, "A Survey of Experimental I lydrologic Optics," J Quant Spectrosc Radn Transfer, 8

339-354 (1968)
5, Nygard, K, "Radiance Distribution below the Sea Surface," AGARD lecture Series 61, Optics of the Sea

*I 6, Tyler, JM. "Radiance Distribution as a Function of Depth in an Underwater Environment," Bull Scripps
Inst of Oceanography 7 363-411 (1960)

S !',7. Dunthey, SQ, "The Visibility o~f Subr-norgod Objects," Visibility Latboratory Report 1952

8. Preisendorfer, RW, "Model for Radiance Distribution in Natural Hydrosols," JOSA 47 1046 (1957)
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In an effort to 'Avoid the many experimental difficulties encountered in acquiring
radiance distributions in the sea, Smith designed a Radiance Camera system .round the Nikkor
fisheye lens, which has a nominal field of 180 degrees, 9 Since an entire hemisphere is pro-
jected onto a photographic film in the focal plane of the fisheye lens, it became practicable
for the first time to acquire data of high resolution rapidly. Two such cameras were mounted
together, one covering the upper hemisphere, the other the lower, to obtain complete
radiance distributions.

2

The usual problems of using film to make photometric nmcasuements are encountered
in the radiance camera. It is necessary to take two frames at differing exposure values to
accommodate the dynamic range of the scene,* Data reduction is accomplished after careful
film processing using ain automatic scanning microdensitornwter coupled to a computer,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Underwate; Radiance Scanner uses Smith's radiance calmlera concept 2 but clitni-
nates the intermediate and troublesome film process. An Improved fisheye lens is utilized to
image the upper' hemisphere onto an image dissector camera system.,

The result is a unique instrument for real-time measurement, recording, and display
of underwater radiance distributions, It provides high resolution ol' fine details in the angular
structure of radiance distributions. It is also capable of rapidly acquiring data and can re-
cord the complex radiance distributions found near the surface which are due to refractioni
and reflection efl'ects Lit tile air-sea interface. A complete hemisphere or any portion of a
hiemisphert, may be scanned without mechanical motion of any kind.

Tile sensory unit of tile radiance scanner consists of an image dissector camnera system
and an 8-mnmi, 1/2,8 flsheye lens system in a submersible pressure vessel. The camera system
is a random-accecss Imiage digitizer and operates under program control from a digital computer
through an associated digital video unit. The sensory unit contains electronic circuitry for
adjusting tile video gain of the cttmera (by changing the electron multiplier voltage), setting
tile aperture stop, and performing as many as three additional functions all under the control
of the central processor. An optical coupler Interfaces the sensory unit to a long underwater
cable, A seriul-to-parallel receiver Is used to drive camera logic circuits and the I 2-bit com--
milands to the X- and Y-axis deflection circuits,

Connecting the radiance scanner sensory (underwaiter) unit to the surface equipment
Is an Interconnecting cable which may be in excess of I 10I meters In length. This cable con-
tiunS three shielded and twisted pairs and three conductors, Power is supplied at nominally
±20 volts oil two of tile conductors (thie third being the return) to power supplies in tile
underwater unit. rhe first twisted pair is used for serial digitized control data transmission
down to the scanner; the second supplies the clock pullses, thle third l.ransnmits th, aialog
video to the surface,

Interface with the computer is achieved by use of a digital video unit which accepts
the I 6-bit computer output data formnat and serially transmits these data to the camera.
Twelve bits of each word are deflection address commands and four bits tire used for con-
trol functions, The return video is digitized aLnd provided to the computer in 10-bit positive
logic format, Four I/O Contr6ol signals are employed in interfacing with tile computer, This
digital video unit also allows manual setting of the three control functions the lens aperture

9. Miyamoto, K, "Fislh Eye Lens," JOSA 5". 1060-1061 (1964) I
* Smith, RC, private communi ication, 23 October 1974
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stop, signal dwell (integration) time, and the camera gain functions. Control of the signal
dwell time from 40 microseconds to 6.5 milliseconds is possible. The total time required to
obtain a single radiance sample ranges from 240 microseconds to 5.2 milliseconds, depending
on the integration period. This allows time-varying radiance distributions found near the
surface to be sampled rapidly, with each frame being completed in a period which is short
compared to scene dynamics.

Digii:al control of the radiance scanner by a small computer provides a high degree
of versatility in the system. A program library has been developed to accommodate a
variety of requirements. Peripherals allow program control, display, and recording and can
simultaneously service other related experimental equipment and handle data.

A schematic diagram of the entire radiance scanner control system used in the ex-
periment is shown in figure 1.

1 :

I
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UNDERWATER RADIANCE SCANNER SENSOR

The sensor cenleenit of the underwater radian-ce scanner mounts in a submersible
pressure vessel, as shown, in figure 2. Major elements of the sensor operating systeml are <
tile optics, the image dissector camecra, and associated components.

OPTICS

At the heart of the optical system is the I 0-elemnent Nikkor 8-mmn, f/2.8 fisheye lensI
described inl figure 3. This tlens, while similar to the lens used in thle radiance camlera system, 2  "
is faster and appeared to iýxhibit much less flare around the perimieter of' the image due to
bright objects inl the field.,*4

All t'isheye-type lenses exhibit inherent distortion, which is the result of mapping a
4 hemisphere onto a plano surface and Should not be conifused with optical aberrations. Inl

this lens, that 11apping function is the equidistant projection formula in which the zenith
angle 0 of any p)oint recorded in the imiage plane is proportional to the distance from the
center of thle image r,9, 10

r~f (2)

where f is the local length of' thle lens =8 millimeters. Suich a lens is ideal for photogranfl-
metric purposes and was designed for scientific applicatloi-s such as measuring the zenith or

azimuth of astronomical bod ies or record ing the dIistribution of clouds over the entire sky. 10
Consider figure 4 in which the camera entrance and exit pupils are assumed to be at

the origin of' the coordinate system., Ani element of the field dA is Imaged as ds. The solid
angle (162 projected by dA at range R and Zenith aingle 0 is

(I,= ýA = sinl0(1d (3)

and the incremental focal plane area

ds =r (10 d r. (4)

lDifferenti ating ( 2). we obtain

dr = I'd (5

I f troim (2) we thenl let

rdo f 0 Sinl od 0 , (6)

* Smnith1, KtC, p rival" comm m ileat ion , 23 October 1 074

10. 'iisheye-Nlkkor Lens,'' instructioin anuuiai, Nippon Kogtmku KK 1973
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combining (3), (4), (5), and (6) yields

ds= rd~dr= 2 ( d

- 'lThe focal plane resolution ds is determined by the area of the aperture which is built
into the image dissector tube and is a constant throughout the image plane; hence,

ii

, I (sin )•ds (7)

* 'and the resolution is seen to improve from the zenith (40 0) to the equatorial plane (0 = 7r/2)
by a factor 7r/2, or 1.57.

The camera tube aperture was 0.127 mm in diameter (0.005 in), hence,

ds= 1267 X 10- 2 mm2  (8)

and

d = 1.98 X 10-4 steradian at ) = C degree

= 1,89 X 10-4 steradian at 0 = 30 degrees

1.78 X 10- steradian at ) = 45 degrees (9)

- 1.64 X 10-4 steradian at ) = 60 degrees

"= 1.26 X 10-4 steradian at 0 = 90 degrees

"are the expected values of resolution.
Other optical elements which must be considered are the dome pressure window and

the optical interference filter. The filter is mounted in the back focal length of the lens imi-
mediately after the last element. The spectral characteristics of this filter (fig 5) are a peak

.. transmission of 57% and a FW1IM optical passband of 93 angstroms.
,.. . The acrylic plastic pressure window is a dome of 8.9-cm radius. When submerged,

this dome constitutes a negative lens element of approximately -28-cm focal length. Focus-
ing effects are partially compensated by setting the focus ring on the lens to I Foot when the
camera is assembled into the pressure vessel. Wide-angle lenses are very sensitive to optical

* tolerances at large field angles, and the performance of the lens may be degraded when oper-
• 'ated underwater.

l2t
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IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA

The image dissector tube is a standard ITT type F40 11 RP 3.8-cm (I1/ in) diameter
tube with a remotely processed S-20 photocathode. The responsivity of tile photocathode
was measured at 0,039 A/W for a quantum efficiency of approximately 9% at 522 nano-
meters. As stated previously, the fixed aperture was 0.127 mm in diameter.

A modified ITT model 5005 camera head which provides magnetic focusing and de-
flection coil assemblies is used, Photographs of the image dissector camera assembly are
shown in figures 6 and 7, The camera unit also contains:

Voltage divider
Video preamplifier

Focus current regulator

Deflection amplifiers

High-voltage power supply

Voltage regulator

In addition to the camera head there N ý,. electronics box, an underwater power unit,
and an electrical motor to drive the aperture si,,p setting.

The electronics box contains three circuit cards necessary for interfacing with the
digital equipment on the surface through more than 110 meters of underwater electrical
cable:

I A serial-to-parallel receiver which accepts data transmitted to the camera in
serial format, It is connected to the cable through an optical coupler for isolation. This cir-
cuit also receives the clock pulses and performs logical functions such as parity checks.

2. An X. Y register and D/A converter which receives the parallel data and provides
an analog drive signal to the deflection amplifiers,

3, The control register and video driver card which receive control bits and retain
them until tile next transmission. The control register provides five open-collector TTL
circuits to operate eqluipment in the underwater canister, Two control signals are used to
operate four relays, one at a time, through a two-to-four-line multiplexer. These relays con-
nect potentiometers which in turn control the high-voltage regulator in the camera, provid-
ing four levels of photonlultiplier gain in the image dissector tube. Each gain change pro-
vides approximately a 5 to I change in gain,

'rite video driver is specially designed to drive more than 110 meters of twisted-pair
video cable to tile surface signal integrator and digitizer,

"iThe underwater power unit provides ± 15 and +5 volts to the underwater system and
provides signal connections to the underwater cable,

A dc gear head motor operating on the +5-volt power supply drives the aperture con-
trol ring on the lens using miniature chain and sprocket assemblies. The stall torque of tile
motor ;s too low to damage the lns when the aperture is driven to either limit, f2.8 or f22. 17
Twu control functions are used to operate the motor one to apply the 5-volt power, the

t' ~other to reverse pol'arity. ,

Other ancillary equipment irn the underwater canister includes a depth pressure sensor
and a liquid water alarm sensor which operate independently of the camera system,

11,
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Higuro 6. Imiago dissector camera and L)VLI (front view).

Figure 7. Image dissector eameri anod I)VU (rear view).
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S:"DIGITAL VIDEO UNIT

The radiance scanner underwater sensor is controlled from the surface by the digital
video unit (I)VU), which operates as a peripheral input device for a digital computer. The
DVU contains the 'omputer interface, power supplies, and controls for operation of the
radiance scanner.

The DVU accepts digital data from the computer and transmits the appropriate co,.1-
.mand and control signals to the underwater sensor. Provisions are also made for manually,
"entering the control signals by means of panel switches on the I)VU,

T'he video processor in the DVU accepts the analog video signal from the underwater
camera and converts It to a 10-bit positive logic video output to the computer. The video
processor circuitry consists of a squelched Integrator, a sample-andhold amplifier, and an
analog-to-digital converter, The signal Integration period, or dwell time, can only be adjusted
manually by means of a 10-turn potentiometer control on the DVU control panel,

"Two ungrounded, adjustable power supplies are provided, and set to compensate for
cable losses to provide a minimum ±20 volts under full loL:1 to the power circuits in the
underwater canister,

To interface with the digital computer, the following signals are used:

Computer output data 16 bits, positive logic (4 bits control + 12 bits
address)

Computer input data I0 bits straight binary

1/) control signals OR l)VU requests output data
IR l)VU requests video input

IA -Computer acknowledges Input
INIT. Initializes MVU, raises OR

The 1)VU provides LEI) panel indicators for the following information signals, not used as
logical signals in the operation:

BUSY High during transmission to camera Lind dte-
flection settle and dwell time

XMIT l ligh during transmission of data fromn canmera

The system is designed to operate under COml~uter control; that is, the computer
directs the Clamra to a specified point in the field of' view. The camera system measures the
brightness of' the point and transmits this video signal to the computer,

In addition, the system includes provisions for adjusting video gain (four settings)
i and o•lerating uIp to five external system cuntrItols by coMputer or front panel controls,

The sequence of operation is as follows: I

lThe )VU accepts position data from the computer- X and Y t ) L 0 GO
S ignal.

2. The data are transuitted to the camera (approx 150 us).
3. The camera deflection moves to the directed point (approx 40 ms),

Li I I. Wuollnor, LE.i, '"l'eeinlcal Manual Vldlssector Cantorn System for Underwater Photometry," rrT
IiReport Proj 64225, 28 April 1975
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4. The video signal is measured (50 jas to 5 Ins by front panel signal dwell time
control),

5, 'The video data are transferred to the computer.

Total tit,.e per element, therefore, ranges from 240 As to 5.2 Ins.
The data format required by the DVU from the computer is shown in figure 8. An

overall block diagram of the DVU, underwater cable, and underwater radiance scanner
sensor is shown in figure 9.

CONTROL BITS DATA BITS

MSB LSB

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 0 6 4 3 2 1 0 FUNCTION

0 0 0 1 12 bits 2's c~omplement X Position
0 0 1 0 12 bits, 2's complement Y Position

A,.0 I 0 1 12 bits, 2's complement X( Position and Go
0 1 1 0 12 bits, 2's complemmnt Y Position and Go
0 1 0 0 Now~ data disregarded Go agoIn

I'0 1 11 1 12 bits, 2's complement X-Y end Go

0 0 0 0 Now data disregarded No operation
1 0 0 0 11-7 disregarded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Set gain 00, flX 104

1 0 0 0 11 -7 disregarded 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Set goIn 01, ftSX 10

1 0 0 0 111-7 disregarded 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Set vain 10, f2,5 X 108
1 0 0 0 111-7 disregarded 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Set go n 11, e1,26 x 108

1 0 0 0 11 .7 disregarded 0 0 U 0 1 0 0 Opens aperture to f/24 Al
1 a0 0 0 11 -7 disregarded 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 Cloiss aperture to f /22

Figure 8. Comiputer uutput formut to DVU.
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1, IDIGITAL EQUIPMENT

lThe underwater scanner reqi ires a general-purpose digital comlputer which call pro-
videQ program control and handle the return video data. Peripheral equipment of variotLS
typeo may hie provided to best suit the user's needs.

['or the expeimen1~t, the eq uliplnlent was chosen principally Onl thle basis of' ready
' availability within the laboratory. As a central processor, a Nova 800 computer was utilied

having I 6k of' core memory ( 10 384 sixteen-bit words), The other equipment, as shown in 1
figure I . included:

Megatek 1I13-72 1 A-08 graphics initerl'ace having 256 data point memory with refresh1

lDatatron clock and MD1I Systems interface board to provide day and time of day
to -30 milsol'I''s ihaRmxOhadcnrle

Nine-trac TYwihag Rma~etl 1/baredekwtleci controller

Rentex high-speed paper tape reader/punich and controller

Analogie 32-channel A/I) and 8-channel 1)/A converter with interface
Tektronix RM-503 oscilloscope

SOFTWARE '
F~or maximum Versatility and ease of'operation the operating program language was

single-useur B~ASIC, as providoed by D~ata Ceneral Corporation, buit 11odlt'led t0 accept Suib-
,'oat1inC calls to assembly laniguage programs stored in core. 'lhuec assembly laniguage sub-
routines op~erate all the peripheral eq uip~ment except thle TTY, inlu~kding the radiance scan-
nur. The transfer of datal from11 BASIC to core storage and to peripheral equipment is dNio
controlled by aIssem1bly lanlguage,' subrouitnles,

Cor st-oraige of' the NOVA wua, configured to contain, starting from the highlest
address the binary loader or bootstrap. Thel next 4095 words were dimensioned lor' the
m1agne~tic tape bullet'. 'The assembly language Subrout ines (drivers) occupy approximately

thenet 3 a'storage followed by the dimenQ~sionedL ara Th'1e lowesL ko cve contains
the B~A.SIC In otrpretu c'With opera-Lting progr'ai storage in the space between the BASIC'
Interpreter and the an'ays.

'The high-speed paper tape reader was used to d Uplicate papertps WINand to loaid thle
computer, Operating programs, ho0wever, could only be entered via thc telutype, either by
typing inl the progianil or using prtepared tapes onl the teletypu tapeý reader.

OPERATrING PRO1GRAMS

'I he Virtue1 oftusing B~AS IC in thie operating programs is the ability to write or
mo1d il'y programs t'a:ily to perfotmn a v-,ýriety ol I'unctions, svich as reading the environmental
senisors, reducing recorded data, or displaying real-time imagery for examination. A lat'ge
number of' programns were developed du1n 1ag! thfieltH'd test% an1d during equipment calibration
efforts. TlwG progralms ho0wever, werec used ini various harms to acquirve Miost 91' the und1(er-
wa~ter radiance data. TIhosc are the Automatic lIohnw'pherlcal Scanl program i an the Snaip-
shot pr'ogram.~
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AUTOMATIC HEMISPHERICAL SCAN PROGRAM

The Automatic Hemispherical Scan program scans the entire upper hemisphere using
three preset resolution values, The data points generated by the deflection program are
shown in figure 10. The innermost square contains the zenith and circumscribes zenith
"angles of up to nominally 30 degre.s. Highest resolution is used in this central zone as sky
features of interest to the experiment (the sun) will appear in it. The inner-zone resolution
is 20 digital deflection units, or approximately I degree,

The resolution of the next-larger square is half that used for the inner scan, about 2
degrees. This square circumscribes the Snell circle, a circle of approximately 50 degrees
from the zenith within which is refracted the entire hemisphere of light above the water.
The outer region uses a resolution of 4 degrees and is circularly configured to match the
image format of the fisheye lens,

"At the start of each data run, the operator enters a starting electron multiplier gain
for the first scan in each zone, The operator must manually set the signal dwell or integra-
tion period and the aperture opening. The first operation performed by the program is to

read the day and time-of-day clock and then the environmental monitors, These data are
stored in the magnetic tapL buffer and written onto the tape later.

The program scans the inner area first, using the initial camera gain setting that is
entered at the start of the program, The apertuie of the camerai Is positioned at X = -600,
Y - -600 and scans inward towards the zenith, The positioning Is performed In the Camera
X,Y deflection coordinate system, Readings are taken at (X,Y), (X,-Y), (-X,-Y), and (-X,Y).
The X coordinate is then increased by I degree (20 deflection units), and another set of four

• •readings Is taken. The X coordinate is increased and readings are taken until Its value is 0,
"then X is reset at -600 again and Y is Increased to -580, Readings are taken in this manner
until the aperture is positioned at the zenlth.

A check is made while scanning the inner area to determinine whether the threshold
"of the wmnera (maximuni video signal of 1023) has been exceeded, If it has, scanning will
be switched to the Snull area of the viewing field. If not, the gain setting on the camera is
checked to determine wheLher the highest gain setting on the camera has been used fur
scanning. If not, the gain is incre'dsed and the aperture is reset at X = Y -600 and scanning

.i.'

-,., , -U

!' '} •' ~Figrer 10. Scatn1 paltuen attoina•tle hamippherical progtram3,
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of the inner area is made again. Thu scanning is switched to the Snell zone if the highest
gain was used. The Snell and outer area scans are made in the samne manner.

When the aperture of the camera has been positioned at a data point, the camera
sends back a signal to the analog-to-digital converter. The A/I) converter changes the signal
to a nurnber from 0 to 1023, with 1023 being the threshold. This number is stored in the
computer butfier area along with the X and Y coordinates of the aperture position. When
the buffer is full, its contents are written onto magnetic tape as a record.

The program stores the highest signal read in each area, the coordinates of the posi- ,
tion, and the camoera gain setting. The program also keeps a counter of the numbor of
times the signal exceeds the camera threshold. These data are printed by the teletypewriter
altong with a completion message when the program has been executed. Flow charts of the
Automatic Hem•-spherical Scan program are shown in figures I I and 12.

A variation of this program drives the digital-to-analog converters with tile X,Y
deflection and the return video, An oscilloscope monitor can provide a real-time image or
the scene for preview and monitoring, Unfortunately, the oscilloscope available to this proj-
Ict responded poorly to Z-axis modulation. Figure 13 is it photograph of the radiance dis-
tribut ion made from the oscilloscope monitor, The depth was 15.24 meters in the! morning
of 12 June 1975, during a heUvily overcast condition, In the photograph North Is up, but
West is found toward the right. The shadow beginning in the lower right-hand corner and

-' disappearing toward the zenith is the 8-inch vertical pipe support for the instrument
p la tf o r m , "

A.ý
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Figure 13. Radiance pattern rront 50 feet, overcast sky.

SNAPSHOT PROGRAM

The, Snapshot program was developed to acqu ire a large volume of data in the short-
est possible time. The operating program begins by reading the day and time-of-day clocks
and the environmental sensors as before. But the program then goes to anl assembly lan-
guage subroutine which operates the camnera inl i nonautomatic open-loop mode. Thle
operator must manually enter the electron multiplier guin, thle signal dwell, and the apertuve
Stop before initial ing program R UN,

The program requests a center X,Y coordinate location, a resolution, and the num-
ber of'scans Ldesircd. The assembly lanlgu~age Subroutine drives the camera deflection circuits
to develop a 60) X 60 S'juare array of 3600 data points. The center coordinates are found in

the30h owand coIlumn1 Of this atrray. Data are stored directly In the magnetic tape buffer.
It is the size of' this buffr.r 4096 words, which limits the array to 60 X 60. Thie timea to
scan this array is 860 milliseconds with the signal dwell set in its lowest position. Recording
the data onl magnietic tape reqjuires less than 1/2 second so that repetitive scans can be made
every I1.3 seconds, lDynamic events Such aIs waIve Utiol haIve bee11 Studied by making
records of' more1 thanl 200 con1secLutve framnes.

The Solid angle or- field covered by thle Snapshot program depends onl the operator-
Spec~ifled reVsolution1 sinlce adja1cent da~ta points are separa ted by this rCsoIlutionl. If a resolu-
U0on c1 20 is speed tedL (dIIel tl lettniutl:;), then the allay will be approxinmately ±30 degrees
(±600t deflect ion u nits,) inl X anid Y arounid tilie specif'ied center coordinates. Ani unused
featuwe ol, thle program allows the X-axis resolution to be diffeorent from the Y-axis
I c so it i o ii

A later development ci the Snapshot program gives operator control over thle size
of, thle array as well, allowinig sia 11r fraimes to be taken tmnic rap idly.
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CALIBRATION

The purpose of calibrating the radiance scanner is to quantify Its performance char-
acteristics and to provide an analytical means of interpreting the response of the scanner in
terms of the incident energy.

Calibration of' thle radiance scanner was performed twice, before and after fielding
tile instrument to acquire data,

The initial calibration effort was directed toward verifying the Instrument functions, ,
perf'orming necessay adjustmnents, and developing confidence in the hardware, )uring this

effort uccessibility to the camera was essential, and it was not installed in the watertight
pressure canister. Radiormetric measurements of camera sensitivity and resolution were made
as well as camei r field-of-view deflection sensitivity, These data compared camera perform-
ance with predicted values and provided numbers which would be useful in tile initial
interpretation of the data. The radlometric calibration is reproduced later In this section for
use whenever the camera is operated above the water to calibrate the scene.

It was re'cognlzed; however, that operation of tile camera underwater in the canister
would be characterized by somewhat different calibration levels due to the additional lens
element formed by the submerged dome. Setting of the wide-angle fisheyC lens focus ring
from Infinite (-o) object distance to I foot provided a correctly focused image, The entrance
pupil, stops, and projection formlula of the lens, however, could not be simply corrected,
and ain underwater calibr'ation was recognized as essential. I

At conclusion of the fteld tests the radiance scanner was returned to tile laboratory
foi- calibration. It was determined that calibration should be accomplishod with minimal
risk of altering the condition or configuration of the Instrument, Therefore, no electronic
adj ustments were allowed and the underwater canister was not opened or disturbed in any
way,

To accomplish tile underwater calibration, a fixture was designed and constructed to
fit over the dome on the underwater canister, This fixture, itself a hemispherical dLomC of
40.6-cm ( I 6 in) diameter, was l'itted with five fl't 5-cm (2 In) diameter windows on a great
circle through the center (zenith) of' tile lome. These windows were cemented into oiemn-
ings drilled tit the zenith (0 degree) and ait 30, 45, 00, and 85 degrees from the zenith. The
entire dome fixture was painted black except for tile winLdows,

The camera was positioned vertically by leveling the cover plate, using a Starrett
square bubble levelhead, and slinmling tile suIpport stalnld. The dome1C was thenl placed
over the top of tile camera And filled with tap water. l)uring the calibration procedure it
was necessary to remove and reposition tile dome on the camera a nuLmber of' times, A
Starrett machinist protractor hlead with bubble level was used to determine the angle of
each window from the vertical several times, always measuring in the plane of the great
circle, As a result it was determined that the windows were positioned at zenith angles of' t
0 degree and 2Q, 6 1, and 85 degrees A: 1/2 degree. I.,,

A 1000-watt, short-arc, high-pressure xetion lamp was used as a light source, Ani
adjustable, 'iltered dic power supply operated the lamp and alloweLd control of' its intensity.
The la1ip was mounted in a lighttlght aluminutm housing which provided an aperture of'
0.635-cm ( 1/4 Ai) dialmeter. The aperture of the lamp was positionid 132 cm from the
calibration fixture. A diagram of' the Calibration appiaratus is shown ill I'igure 14. The
total length ot' the optical path f'ronu the aperture to the camera entrance pupil (taken to
the center of' the camera dome) was 149,4 cm. At this range the iealibratlon light source
subtended an angle of 0,23 degree, or 4.25 milliradians.
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LIGHT SOURCL.
__HOUSING

APERTURE
0,635-cm DIA

61A

silo 2, 2w, lq ý5

S~~ 4,6Ocm.O IA .,40.6-m-DIAWINDOWS

DOME FIXTURE -- CAMERA

Figure 14. Underwater calibration apparatus.

'rhe oxperimentai configuration shown was arranged to illuminate each of the
windows in turn. A small 3-cm mirror was utilized to autocollinmte the light source zenith
angle position perpendicular to the windows. Irradiance from the light source was moni-
tored by a UDT-21 A power meter appropriately filtered to respond to the energy in the
passbund of the radiance scanner. The power meter head was placed temporarily over the
Illuminated window at a distance of 130 cim from thle source to determine the flux level
at that distance. Correcting for window reflection losses and the additional optical path to
the camera entrance pupil, the effective flux level is 0,73 that incident on the monitor
metet'. After the flux level at thle window had been measured, the calibrated irradiance
.neter head was moved to u location adjacent to the window. The window was thus un-
obscured, and the meter served to monitor the relative light level for unexpected changes
in the radiant intensity of the source,

Data were acquired through each window on the radiance scanner sensitivity, the
X,Y deflection address, resolution, and effects of gain and dwell settings. After data had
been obtained through each window, the dome fixture was removed and rotated 180
degrees to complete the data set for a given groat circle, or camera axis when referred to
the focal plane. Four such axes were used, nominally the X axis, the Y axis, and the 45'
axes (X = Y) and (X = -Y). The 45-degree axes were chosen to test the deflection system
tor pincushion distortion. It was not possible to accurately align the data axes with the
camera body inside the manister since it was inaIccossible. A list of the X Y addresses of
pouk response Is given in table 1, and th ;y are plotted in figure 15 on thle X,Y plane of the
digital cot'imand address.
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TABLE I. DIEFWLECTION CALIBRATION DATA POINTS. - ,

No. Address No. Address

1. 0 degree 63, -207 20. 45 degrees -637, -868
2, 0 degree 71, -210) 21. 45 degrees -585, 460
3. 0 degree 87, -201 22. 45 degrees -10, 730
4, 0 degree 71, -197 23. 61 degrees -1 169, -220
5, 0 degree 70, -205 24, 61 degrees -68, 1068 -

6. 0 degree 50, -132 25, 61 degrees 1341, -149
7. 0 degree 62, -216 26. 61 degroes 983, -1089
8. 29 degrees 82, 494 27, 61 degrees -824, 666
9. 29 degrees 173, -829 28, 61 degrees -830, -1108

10, 29 degrees 522, 219 29. 61 degrees 994, 706
11, 29 degrees -554, -184 30. 61 degrees 260, -.1460
12, 29 degrees 691, -193 31, 85 degrees 8, -1910
13 29 degrees 486, -650 32. 85 degrees 1757, -176
14, 29) degrees -379, 229 33. 85 degrees -1623, -188
15, 29 degrees -376, -646 34, 85 degrees -1117, 1006
16. 45 degrees 1010, -199 35. 85 degrees 1246 -1405
17, 45 degrees -881, -202 36. 85 degrees 1332, 974
18, 45 degrees 721, -873 37. 85 degrees -1179, -1346
19, 45 degrees 768, 453 38. 85 degrees -133, 1484

+2000

+1000 E

,A *A

-1000 +, + ±1000 i

+ + '-4

A --1000

0 0
+. 29 "
G) 450
A610  

* 2000
M80

Figure IS. D~eflectlion catlibration data pointls
, [ (rom table °).
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The zenith (0 degree) data point was measured only three times to establish an ap-
proximate center for reference.

There are generally eight data points for each zenith angle. From the basic lens
projection formula, these are expected to lie on a circle in the focal plane, the radius of this
circle to be proportional to the zenith angle.

The data points for each zenith angle were taken in all c6mbinations of three (56
combinations for eight data points) and the sets of simultaneous equations:

((XJ XO)2 (y. YO) r jk,lo I to8

((Xk- X0)2+ (Yk - YO)A u r (10)

(X -X 0 )2 + (YI -Yo)4 r

solved for the radius r of the circle and the coordinates of the center of the circle X0 , Y0.
The solutions to the 56 combinations were then averaged to an arithmetic mean. The

"resulting curves (circles) were found to fit the data rather well. Only data point 8 had to
be discarded because of its effect on the results. This technique can only be used where
the data points are well behaved. Data points and the circles which fit to the data are
shown in figure 16, Radii in digital deflection units for each zenith angle 0 are:

"' 06 0

290 623
450 948

610 1270
850 1698

These are plotted in figure 17.
Figure 18 shows the calculated X0 , Y0 pairs us well as the three measured centers,

data points 5 through 7. Except for data point 6, the results are clustered closely. The
point 72, -204 near the geometric center was chosen as the center, or zenith point, of the
radiance scanner.
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Figure 18. Calculated and measured Xo, YO.

SIDEFLECTION'¾'

By rueerring to figure 17 it can be seen that tho zenith angle projection onto the
photocathode departs from the expected linear relationship at some angle greater than 61
degrees, This lens behavior Is probably a result of the focusing of the lens for i finite object
distance (1 foot), the water-cov.red dome optics, or both. Four analytical expressions were
derived to fit the curve of figure 17. The expressions are:

I. Lineur. "'lhls relationship is the straight line drawn on figure 17.

(X.. 72),2 (Y + 204)2] VAS.. ... . = r ( l

20.55 20,55

2. Eljnpirical. Ihis relationship attempts to correct for the nonlinearity tit large
anlgles.,i

LX-7 2)2+(Y+ 2 4 2 0.53 1.06'~~ ,_ ' ,b (12) ,
31.61 31.61 2

3, Polynomial of second degree, ChlObyshev polyinonmlils of second and third tie-Igree were fitted to the datai by at least-squares method. The second-degree relationship is:

E(X-72)2+(Y+204) -0.0-o,0141402+2J,747 1.,981 =r, (13)
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4. Polynomial of third degree, This relationship has not been tested:

X.- 72)2 + (y + 204 )2  Oo0 03-O,O26302 + 22.0870 - 2.277 r,(14)

Three of these expressions were tested by using the data in table I with the exception
of data points 0 and 4. 'Tahle 2 shows the zenith angles predicted by expressions I, 2, and 3
from the data of table I,

The lineur relationship is easier to handle analyticully and can be made to fit the data
rather well (± I degree, or ±2.9%) for zenith angles of less than 60 degrees. A better fit Is
provided by the empirical relationship, equtation 1 2, which is ± 1.5% over the entire range,
and use of this expression Is recommended.

Since the radiance scanner was occasiolnally operated above water to record the
I tangular location of the sun for rotational or azimuthal alignment, the def'lection characteris-
tics in air were also measured. l)el'lection as a t'ulction 01' the radius Of the command is
shown In figure 19. The center coordinates were unchanged from the underwater case,
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j TABLE 2. DEFLECTION ANGLF RELATIONSHJPS PREDICTION.

Data Std Std Polynomial Std
Set Linear Error Devn Emrlrical Error Devn Dograo 2 Error Devn

0" 045 0.45 0.26 0.34 0.34 0.20 0,52 0.52 0.25
29° 30,29 1.29 0.40 28,93 0.07 0.40 29.27 0,27 0.39

45c' 46.04 1.04 0.71 45,15 0,15 0,74 44.91 0.09 0,71

61° 61.75 0.75 0.84 61.64 0,64 0.89 610.89 0,11 0.87

85" 82.63 2.37 0.68 83.92 1.08 0,73 82,60 2.40 0,72

1800 1702

1600 H 59
1400 141 170o

S1200 120

-D 1000

"'" •" 800

80o 541
w* 400
LL

200

o 1 I I I. . I I I i . I ., .. .
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 g0 90

ZENITH ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure 19. I)ellect ion i ir .Mr
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DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY

Trhe deflection sensitivity of the radiance scanner is a significant parameter in de-
termining the angular resolution of the instrument. For polar deflections or deflections in
planes containing tile zenith vector, the relationships derived lor polar angle can hie difteren-
thited to give:

I Linear:

do=0.04866 degree/digit of deflection. 11I')

2.'Inpirical

-- I.0 ())~degree/digit ot'd(et lection. 1I2')
dr 31.61

3. Polynomial ot' second degree:

do_ = .458 degree/digit of deflection. (13')
dr 1-0.00130

Since the dalta Show that the line~ar approximation has limited validity while thle
camer'a is SUhmerg0ed, it ma1,y be necessary to use a nonlinear deflection characteristic, liar-
ticullurly ait large Zenith angles, for aeccuracy. Thle empirical relationship equ~ationl 12 offers

somc convenience and Is recommended, Tlable 3 lists the deflection sensitivities ait the

'ienith angles 1.sed in calibration I
TABILF 3. POLAR l)El"LE(1'I'ION SENSITIVITY.

Zci~ltli2nd l)ograo
AnglC lUneur Finpirical l'olynnmiulli

CIO_ dr do ~ dr do dirt Idr TO dr do dr (-

00 0,04860 20.55 0.03 1636* 31.6 1 0.045983 21.75
19' ~ ~ n1iu 0.04933 20.27 0.047784 20.927
450 cmnstanit 0.05059) 19,767 0,0)48840 20,475

6)10 c snt0.05149) 19.411 0.049944 20.023
80coishmit 0.052.19 19.088 01051695 19.344

rh d 'r ivut lve u the on I irilwo i e ni~r'on is oh,, wine, HIpid iy ati (1 k rue . The vulue from
(lie linuoir relationshiip ts recommeinded at 0 deliree.
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If the deflection properties of the camera had been linear, then the deflection sensi-
tivity in the azimuthal direction at various points in the field would also be a constant and
equal to the polar deflection sensitivity do/dr, However, the azimuthal deflection sensitivity
is a function of the zenith angle, or r. The values in table 4 are found by using the empirical

J relationship.

TABLE 4. AZIMUTHAL DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY
(EMPIRICAL),

dG dr

00

290 0.04655 21.482

45" 0.04747 21,066
610 0.04803 20,820
850 0,05006 19,976

VIDEO SIGNAL LEVELS

A subroutine of the computer program commanded the camera to repetitively
sample a selected data point and display the digitized value on the teletypewriter terminal.
This subroutine was exercised at or near the peak video response obtained for each data
point. During the repetitive sampling provided by this procedure the camera gain controls,
the signal dwell time, and the camera aperture were stepped over their usable ranges, The
resultant changes in video output were printed on the teletypewriter, allowing repeated
comparisons between gain setting, dwell setting, and aperture position,

The signal levels at two gain settings were compared to determiac the relative gain
nprovided at each of the preset gains (multiplier high voltages), Examination of the data in
this manner provided inconsistent results, with the gain ratios apparently signal level'•'i dependent,

One possible explanation of this behavior could be an incorrectly set zero level on
the sample-and-hold circuit in the video processor with the result that small signals were
recorded as zero-level signals.

A I-volt power supply was arranged to supply small-current signals directly to the
"image dissector tube anode, A series resistance box of 1% accuracy was used to set the
signal levels, Resistance values between 50 kilohms and 3.5 megohms were employed,
Figure 20 shows the basically linear response of the video circuit and processor, Figure 21
details the response at the small-signal end of the range, The results were found to be inde-
pendent of the high voltage, or tube gain setting, It is apparent that a zero offset of approxi-
mately 14 digital units is present, When 14 units were added to each data point, the gain
setting data were much better behaved,
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GAIN SETTINGS

From the corrected data, the ratios of the signal levels at any two gain settings can
be determined. Using the binary representation of the gains (00, 01, 10, 1I), the signal
ratios are shown in table 5.

If we define a gain factor G to be used with a camera calibration normalized for gain
10 (2), the values in table 6 can be derived from table 5.

TABLE 5. SIGNAL RATIOS BETWEEN

GAIN SETTINGS.

Gains Ratio Std Devn Samples

00 0.163 0.006 (3.5%) 18

01Ol

0,228 0.007 (2.,0%') 30
10

10 0.326 0.02 (6.2%) 8
¢,T,

TABLE 6. CAMERA GAIN FACTORS.

Gain Factor G

00 0,037

01 0.228

10 1.000
11 3,067

,DWELL SIGNAL GAIN

During the repetitive sampling subroutine, the 10-turn potentiometer which controls
the signal integration period was calibrated by taking reudings at various settings, 'Ihe sig-
nail gain provided by increasing the signal integration time was measured by recording the
signal levels at each setting.

Due to the dynamic range provided by the signal integration period, or dwell, the
data had to be developed in three segments and joined at 0.5 turn and 5 turns of the poten-
tiometer. The dwell gain factor Gd is defined relative to a gain of I at 0 potentiometer
turn, Dwell gain factors Gd are shown in table 7 and graphed in figure 22,

The dwell potentiometer was expected to provide a linear control over the signal
integration time and hence the signal level, or gain. I' control were linear, the equation
describing ('d would be

• I + 12,21), (15)
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TABLE 7, DWELL GAIN FACTOR Gd.

Potentioinctcr Moasured Std
Turns Gain Gd Devii (%) Saiplos Gd 1 + 11.23D 1'036

0 1 0 I

0,1 2.04 1 2.034

0,25 3.66 0.10 3% 17 3.67

0,50 6.47 0.17 3% 19 6.477

0,75 9,12 0.39 4% 5 9.33

1.0 12.23 0,65 5% 31 12.23

2,0 23.81 0.78 3% 23 24.03

3.0 35,59 1,23 3% 20 36.05

4.0 47.68 1.75 4% 19 48.22

5,0 59,27 1,75 3% I1 60.50

6.0 72.31 2.37 3% 9 72.87

7.0 84,76 2,37 3% 3 85,31

8,0 97.20 2,40 2% 2 97,82

9.0 110,83 1 110,39

10,0 123,3 2 123.01

100

•." ~50 •

40
30

z
20

LJJ

Gd1 + i2 .2D

4 -

• • I I1,I I I I I

10.0 o .0 6.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.,25 0o.1 f

Figure 22, Dwoll gain vs potwntionictor turns.
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where D is the number of turns of the dwell potentiometer. This relationship, shown in
figure 22, is not seen to accurately represent the measured data. The empirical relationship

L .

6  =d 1+ 11.23D 03 6 (16)

was derived, and values shown in table 7 indicate good agreement with the measured data.
This equation is recommended as a convenient analytical tool during data reduction.

APERTURE SETTING

During calibration, attempts were made to compare signal levels obtained with the
aperture stop at f2.8 with results at f22. In general, these efforts were not successful; the
values found ranged from 47,5 to 8836, In the preexperimental calibration period, the
attenuation provided by going from f2,8 to f22 compared favorably with the expected
factor of 64.

Apparently, the optical dome underwater has sufficiently perturbed the optical path
that the diaphragm is no longer located in the entrance pupil. The result is that aperture
f'unction is no longer predictable and will vary over the focal plane.
io. Fortunately, no quantitative data weru acquired with the aperture in the f22 posi-tion, The only use of the stopped-down camera in the field was in making sun shots with
the camera above the water.

SPECTRAL BANDWIDTH

An interference filter is placed behind the fisheye lens assembly to limit the spectral
bandwidth of the radiance scanner.

Spectral hiaracteristics of this filter are shown in figure 5, Additionally, the filter
sideband blocking is 10-4 or better from the ultraviolet to beyond I Am in the near infrared,

* The back focal length of the lens is greater than 40 millimeters while the maximum
radial point in the focal plane is I I millimeters from the optic axis. Therefore, the maxi-
*1mum angle of incidence at the filter is of the order of" 15 degrees. The wavelength character-
istic Of the filttr when used at 15 degrees will shift approximately 65 A toward shorter
wavelengths, but the passband shape will be unchanged. This shift Is less than the effective
filter bandwidth and will be inconsequential in viewing natural sunlight fields.

The filter bandwidth at half the peak transmission is measured at 93 A ±3 A.

AX = 93A. (17)

RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY

To measure the radiance scanner optical response, the known flux density and ex-
perimental arrangoment shown In figure 14 were used. The camera design resolution was
approximately I degree (17 milliradians), and since the light source subtense was 0.23
degree (4.5 milliradians), it effectively measured the peak response of the camera field. To

¶ mechanize this technique, a modification of the Snapshot program was used to drive the
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rudiance. scanner, Trhis programn sampled camnera response over a 60 X 60 X,Y array fora
total of 3600 datak points. Spacing between clements of the array was reduced to 1 digital
tion. A playback option in the program allowed Ior the display of the array, characterized
by a single digit (0-9) for each element, on the teletypewriter,

Figure 23 is an isometric contour plot of' the 60 X 00 array I'or data point 32. This
solid has as Its base urea the X,Y plane represented in digital deflection units and as its
height the video response at eachi corrcsponding address. The volume V(X,Y) of this solid
represents the total camera response to the irradiance from the test light souirco. The shape,

V ~or distributioti, of'the volume describes the spatial resolution of the radiunce scanner.
Limited thouigh these duta may be, they required considerable time and effort to

acquire. Thu 14 digits of' signal offset were d iscovered after the basic rud ionietric response
datat were obtained, lEven if' these meaSUrements could be repeated, the camraou ulignment
hus been disturbed by disassembly suf'ficiently to invalidute the results.

Sub)seUenLCtly It was determined that the data could be utilized by adding I 4 to
eachi nonzero signal level, This introduces a small errot since signal levels below 14 were
reported by the camera as zero signals and these data points cannot be corrected as they
cannot be discerned l'rom genineM1 zero-level signals,

it i The solid volumec V(XY) or the camera response was computetd f'or eachi data point
and the valuie of' the p~eak signal response S(X,Y) recorded after adding I 4un11itS to Cacti
nIonIZero value. Additionally, the diameter of a right circular Cylinder whose heigh-t is, equal
to the peak signal and whose volume is identically the camera response was calculated. This
diameter is related to the effective camera resolution. Trhese vaIlues are presiented in table 8.
The data in the "corrected" columns are normalized to a FhIIX inpu)Lt of 2,92 X 10-7 W/C1ni 2 ,
u gain setting of' 10 (2), and a signal dwell'setting, ol' turn.

-210

-210 1788

liguro 2.3. l11tak j)Oilt P2 18som1-t'Ir proct( iCCn,
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Radiance scanner sensitivity is expected to be a function of zenith angle � from equa-
tion 7. The solid volume and peak response numbers for each zenith angle data set were
examined. Data points 25 and 29 are obviously deficient and were not used. The standard
deviations for each data set ot' peak signals and volumes arc disappointingly large at 11%
to 2 3� 'Th equivalent diameter ci of each data set was also examined. *l'he results are

shown in table 9.
The diameter d data show much less variance In general, and deviations In the peak

signal S and the volume V data are correlated since

- (18)
irS

opened In an attempt to explain the variance in the camera response data, the canister was
and the lens removed from the radiance scanner to measure the uniformity of' the

photocathode surface, A speck of dirt on the face of the photocathode of the image dissector
tube was immediately obvious, Closer inspection disclosed a number of smaller white parti.
des, The presence of' this contamination in the Image plane could explain the poor re-
sponse logged for data points 25 and 29, Xylene and dry air were used to carefully cleLin
the face of the tube.7 A carefully baffled light source was used to Illuminate the face of the tube through
a 522-nm filter of' 10-nm bandwidth. The flax density was monitored by a 0,38-mm-
diameter optical fiber probe connected to a UDT-21A power meter. lflux density over the
surt'ace was uniform to ±5%.

The camera was commanded to sample the photocathode response wIth 10 digital
units between samples l'rom -1800 � XY � 1790. The resulting 360 X 360 array map of
the photocathode is compatible with the "look up" table capabilities of available computa-
tional equipment. '1

Examination of' this photocathode 
unil'ormity data shows approximately 

a 3 to
change In responsivity over the useful area, the lower response zone lying generally in the
-X, +Y extremity of' the field and Lhe higher in the +X, -Y corner, This sensitivity surf'ace
appears reasonably uniforni with the variations, better described as a 'wedge" or smooth
slope across the face of' the tube.

TABLE 9. RESPONSE DIAMETER AND CORRESPONDING

HELD Ol� VIEW (AVERAGLI) l)ATA).

l)fgltal l�fold of' View

I)ata 1)la2llcter Std Measured 'l'lIoorotieLIl___________ ___________ _________ ________ _______________ ______________ iiSet d Dc'vn (%) (sterudian) �2
0 dugiec 19,76 2.21 X 1.98 X 10A

29 degrees 19,86 1,71 8,6 2 .l6 Xl 0 A 1.89 X104

45 degrees 18,98 0,14 0,7 2,07 X l0� 1.78 >( io�
61 degroo� 19.47 0.4 2.1 2.24 X l0'� 1.64 X l0�
85 degrewi 20.43 0.72 3,5 2,62 X l0� 1.26 X I 0�
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The uniformity array contains relative values of the photocathode response p ex.
pressed as 129 600 three-digit entries. The value of p(X,Y) for the nearest array element
can be taken from the array and used in normalizing the camera response. It appears feasi-

* ble to develop an analytic expression for a surface which closely approximates the p(X,Y)
array values. In either approach, the error is expected to be less than ±5%.

Values of p(X,Y) are shown in table 8 for eawi calibration data point, 'The signal S
and volume V values normalized to p(XY) = 600 by

S(X,Y) - S P(XY) (19)600 6 Gd

are shown in table 8.
These normalized values did not display significant improvements in the standard

deviations of the results as shown in table 10.
It is recommended, however, that a photocathode uniformity factor be Incorporated

in the data reduction formul, in view of the known variations which may affect the data
more dramatically than the limited sample of calibration points.

TABLE 10. PEAK SIGNAL AND VOLUME
(AVERAGED DATA),

_____Not Nornalized. Normulized to p-600

s V T V

290 571 1,76 X 105 561 1.74 X 105
st d 63.2 0.277 63.7 0,315
dev 11% 15,7% 11% 18%

450 543 1.54 X 105  583 1.65 X 105

std 81.7 .252 72,5 0.2
dev 15% 16% 12% 12%

610 441 1.31 X 105  481 1A42 X 105

std 70,2 0.248 96 0.255
dev 16% 19% 20% 18%

850 3"5 1.07 X I10 358 1.17 X 105

std 60 0.248 79,3 0,26
dev 18.5% 23% 22% 22%
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FIELD OF VIEWT

The inlStanltanCous field O'f View of the radianic.e scanner was calculated by using the
deflection sensitivity vulues developed for the emipirical deflection equation and thle equiva-
lent diametors (in digital deflIection units) of camera response. For present experimental
plurtosCS, thle shapeI Of' the in1stntaneouIs field is not of primary importance, only thle
Solid anigle A~2.

Therefore, tile polar and aIimuthal deflection sensitivities dO/dr and df!)/dr, tubles
3 and 4, Were Used to C1lcu~late the incremental, or instantaneous, field-. shown irA table 9.

d10 ()0
7r~d dr dr (20)
1,296 X 105

It may be n1oed that thle chaunge in field with polar Lingle follows thle theoretical function out
to 45 degroes Lind then reverse% due undoubtedly to tho critical effect of the extra optical
elemenit, the dome, at large field angles,

Aal for each data point Is presented in table 8.

'Ij
RAD)IANCE CALIBRATI]ON

F~rom tile data dcveloped, we may now express thle sensitivity of' the radiunce ,canl-
ner, It Should be noted thatt thle voIlumei V of the signal :iolid Is the total camera retisonse
to thle inpu)Lt flux deuisily, To calibrate for radiance measurements, this camera rtesmonse is
normalizod t~o theU inStantaeulCLs field of view A&I2 The I kIod has beeni shown (equation 20)
as thle product of a constant and the square of' tile digital diameter, d, or

C d2 -AE2 ,(21)

Since the radiance scanner only measures directly thle res-,onso S. thle quantity SAfl Is equi va-
lent to V With thle appropriate11t constants,

D~uring the calibration procedure (fig 14) camera response was measured f'or each

hasi beenli xc l' or 11glvcn I' ux de1nsity ll(XC, Y '), T11 responlse of' thle camera S(XC. Yc)
ha ennormalize( ad corrected orcamera condjitiolv b

S(Xc. IS(XC4 Yc) + 14 10 P cYc)(2
c 0600 Gd

('al ibrution data wero obtained ait a set of' N cailibration pioints X., Y.C I c 2 ... N
where IN consists ofr 32 useful data l~olnts,

TIhe Sensitivity Of' thle radl lance scanner can be chiaratietrizod by at unit spectral
rld lance ANý (W cm- 2 sr I IA d iirt-) defined inl calibration by the set of' N equations4

AlX~Yx (23)
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The value of ANN from each data point is shown in the last column of table 8.
Table 11 lists thle average values for each angle data set.

These averaged values are plotted in figure 24. Also shown in figure 24 are two
linear relationships, joined at 0 = 45 degrees, which together fit the table I I values to with-
in ±2%, except for 0 = 0. This suggests a convenient analytic approach by letting

ANX =. 2.68 X 104, r2 ,898704

'IN•N 2.68X 104 +2X l0"! \3!.61 $ r2 <898704 .

To determine the spectral raudance value N,(XY) associated with a camera response
of S(XY) me-asured with a camera gain of G (from table 6) and a dwell gain of Gd (from
table 7 or equation 16), first normallze the output by

S"XY) = LS(XY) + 141 p(X,Y) (25)
60 0 G Gd

whlre p(X,Y) is the photocuthode array olement nearest X,Y.
Next calculate

= (X - 72)2 + (Y + 204)2 (26)

""Finally obtain the spectral raudlance by using the expression

NX (X,Y; = AN>. (r) S(XY), (27)

During the period before the experiment, a calibration was performed which may be
useful In calbrating, sky scone radiance with the radiance scanner above water,

, :The procedure outlined above using eq~uations 25 through 27 may be used with tile
l' t following values for ANX:

rr r2 > 1,5 X 106
AN = 3,68 X 10-8 +074

V.

Iii
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CALIBIRATION ACCURACY

The uncertainty in 'lie spcctral radiance factor, from table 11, is approximately
±201X based on observed variations in the calibration data. These variations are not comn-
pletely explainable from conskijeration of the uncertainties associated with the procedure.

Random variations may arise from several sources. The first of these is the source
1beometry shown in figure 14 where the radiu nt flu x F at the camera aperture is determined
basically by measurement of a flux value FM outside the window at a range R' fromt the'1 source. The entrance pupil is aSSUmned at some effective range R. The ranges R' and R Call
Vary together between measurements by ±1/2 cm.

Use R' =130 cm, R = 150 em, dR' =dR =1.0 emi.

F = F(28)

I.,=21 RdR' - R'dR (9

L ~d F n(9

dF - RdR' -R'LIR =01%(30)

Another source cf rundom error occurs during the data~ scanl. By referring to figure

wil sow111 n ll--determination of dS, since the voIlume and not the peak signal is aiffectedI
Referring to table 1). we canl average dhe standard deviations to find

7 3.71,'(31)

and

-i I .4 I 2

Other random variations can occor due to thle experimienial setup and thie small
aperture 01l the camera.-l such ins water droups, window imnpertectionis, and] particles in thle
Water. Beca use of fihe possibility hat wa t erorne materials might obscure the aperture. at
least three comip etc scanls were Iiiade of' each data point, Thie variation between these
scans is typically on (lie order o .'i .indicating good reproducibility. The most signifi-
"ant vaiable 111tISt be the distribution of tlie Small11 specs of' contaminant found Oil thle
phol~tocalhodtc

Systematit c varia t iuis. as oppols,.d to (1 indom variatIions, can enter from sevrall
SOUrceS, h l'lnost ob vious so urce of, systematic error is the cal ibrat ion standard used
hlrmi ghoul thlesc meastireme its, the UJI'l-2 I A irrad im ce meter, serial 70086. '1 his
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instrumlentI was deliverdI Wiliith t 5'.( Cal bra',t ion aCCuracy elaimied by thle manui'actu rer.
TO test the meiter, at t he waIvelengthsl Used he0-0. al SpLct rail irrad lance Stanidard as described by
Staii waS U sed.I 12 oiumer11ciali units utide by I lectro-(.pt ics Associates models 1.10( 1 and
P Ic) iWre ITmplo11yeLLW I vidIlI) provide I ± il S o~ Iot Ito Spectr Il irradi ancc. Th'le filIt er was Care-
I'all L~iv esuredCL a11d -ic iSt-alled inl tile UDT)-2 I A meitor. Response of' tim UDYI-2 I A Withi thle
eXpected vaIlue fron11 I he alibrUt ionl St~lind~t cI ws higl 1. It is conCU(clud thalt thle UIYI'-
2 1 A was wit hin its specified ±5%ý absolute accuracy.

A nother syste~niat ic err-or enould lli'SQ clueC to t herma11 I fetOS ill the camera d u1.rilng
Cal ibration. Inl the Closed canlister without [ihe lf~icien t cooling provided by the ocean, t hc
cameral" canl lie expectedl to opera.te at higher temperatutres, Willi the temperat tire Increasing
Witlli operating time. xamu iluiation of* the data does now sh ow effects related to the p~eriod
Of' timeI thle camera, lL had bee op~ertiing,

Thew last Syst ema tic eorr. to hie Considered is dueI to thle I 4-h it offset found inl the
daitaal't ca libraUt iOn data takinug haid been1 corn p10lete. T'hose 14 bits, to thle extent that
they ca nnot be coirecled, a fleet the cneu of' a gravity ofI' the Solid vao mc., tigure 2.3 Th e
lost VOIlume is a triangultirly shapedL CruSS-Seet inna, I ring aroun11d the NISe of' the Solid. For
thle SOlid inl figu~re 23. thalt peCrimelter has a lougth I of' abou~t 1 20 deflect~ ion uitS. Tile hl
height of' thev Cross sect ilou is Seven d ii~fta Itin it.s 11' thle IIiS issig r'ing is I10 deftlect ion Li nlitS
Wide, the avalun Il aOLII 01 o 1aOt 8 X 10' is Ill issi ig, The 1Measured voIlume1 of' la ta point 32
is 1 .34 X I 0-ýthe imtissing volume would add 0.3'/ The efl'ct Onl thle f1ied of' view would
bie anl increase ol 31%

Inl summar1,1y , an1 uncitainlly of' 2011% inl the absolute calibration of' thle radiance scan-
n1Cr mu tist be assumed, lIt1ho ugh1 thIis variiati ion Lca1111o1 le eXp~laCine f'vioni known variatitions
inl thle prIoced tue-.

Inl fcmt uz'e work, if' the unknown source of' phot ocathode contamination call be
cl im mlatecc and tilie phot ocat hode kept Clean1, thle cal bra',t ion LIerItainttY cin be Hliited to

(01)+ 0. 4)2 + (5)2 + (3. )2] (33.

A &i cutelibratiou Fixtunrc to pe0r1orni1 periodic callibiat ionls inl thle 'iQeld Would be a
deOsirale,1I dvlOp0IMent. SuIch a l'i xil' iii'e waSCuse by Smlith it Wilieth radiance camnera"~ and
caninraecnldn' iinICLN C011pet' i mental C)IilClt'esi C11t s.

12. Stair, R. ci al. "A New~~ Siandaid ol'Speeirail Iinridiauice," AppI Optics 2 1151 ( L)(3).
Smith, RC(, private cuimminiufatmbi. 23 1 ciuberi 1974
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SECTION 3
AIRCRAFT RECEIVER SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The Aircraft Receiver System was designed and built to measure the
radiance distribution profile emanating from the OPSATCOM Field Test
Laser which was operated underwater at required depths. Measurements
were made while the receiver passed overhead in its aircraft platform
and tracked the laser. Acquisition of signal and initiation of track
were performed by the receiver operator pointing the receiver while
viewing the area of interest through the receiver's optical system see
Fig. 1. After acquisition of signal the receiver automatically tracked
the laser signal and recorded on magnetic tape the signal intensity, and
the receiver's pitch and roll angles. From these data and the calibra-
tion constants of the Aircraft Receiver System one can plot the desired
distribution profiles (cuts). Changing laser depth and repeating the
above procedure yields a family of profiles as a function of depth.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A simplified system diagram illustrating the signal flow from optical
input to digital tape recorded output is shown in Figure 2. Table I
provides a brief description of each of the numbered items.

The s%,':tem was configured to fit into a Consolidated PBY-SA amphib-
ian flying boat. Figure 3 shows the platform. Figure 4 shows the
installation. The APU was mounted in the blister compartment in order
to reduce audible noise and exhaust gas effects on personnel, All otherparts of the system were mounted in Compartment 2. Figure 5 shows the

platform layout. The "front view" of Figure 5 shows the receiver operator
in position viewing the diffuse screen and controlling the sensor assembly
field of view with the pitch-roll Joystick. Figure 6 shows the panel lay-
out of Console 1, Figure 7 shows Console 2. The Midwestern analog recorder
and the Tektronix R2601 units were used briefly during hardware checkout,
but were not used during the data acquisition portion of the program.
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Figur~e Ia. A/C Receiver Rear View.

IFigure lb. A/C Receiver Front View.
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Table 1.

Item

I. Roll Mirror

2. Objective Lens

3. Dichroic Mirror

4. Neutral Density Attenuating Filter

5. Spectral Filter

6. Quadrant Detector

7. Transimpedance Amplifier

8. Peak and Hold for Quadrant 1

9. Summing Unit for The 4 Peak and Holds

10. Signal Strength Panel Meter

11. Manual Gain Control Switch Unit

12. Signal Multiplexer

13. Analog to Digital Converter

14, Signal Recorder, Magnetic Tape Unit

15. Auxiliary Power Unit, Prime Power Source

"16. Power Distribution Panel

17. Power Supply Complement

18, Diffuse Viewing Screen
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Figure 3. The Consolidated PBY'-5A Flying Boat.
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Figure 4. A/C Receiver Installed in PL3Y.
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-• 19
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Figure 6. A/C System Console 1.
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TEKTRONIX RM516
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Ti
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3 3 1/2 POWER SUPPLIES

Figure 7. A/C System Console 2.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A simplified diagram showing signal flow from optical input to
digital output recorded on magnetic tape was previously cited as
Figure 2. A more detailed diagram is shown in Figure 8.

Laser optical radiation passes through the entrance window of the
sensor assembly, is reflected by the roll mirror, collected by the 6-inch
objective lens and imaged In its focal plane on the quadrant photodiode.
Some spectral prefiltering is effected by the bea~isplitting dichroic
mirror. Spectral pass band filtering at 5200+50 A is done by the spectral
filter mounted in front of the quadrant detector; Figure 9 shows the
resultant filter. The visual field of view (approx, 15') is imaged on
the 5-inch diameter diffuse viewing screen; the center I Inch of the
viewing screen is minus green in spectral content due to the color
separation function of the dichroic mirror,

The synchronizing signal receiver shown In Figure 8 receives an FM
carrier frequency at 227,7 MHz transmitted from the laser control elec-
tronics. This 227.7 MHz carrier is modulated at a 20 Hz rate by the laser
trigger pulse. After demodulation by the synch receiver and sharpening
by a pulse shaping circuit the synch pulse is utilized to enable the
"hold" function of the peak and hold circuitry (see Figure 10). Also
shown in Figure 10 are the time relationships between the 20 Hz clock
source (at the laser contilol console), the laser pulse and the record
command "sync to recorder" which enables the record function at the
required 20 Hz rate,

During track the 'laser optical signal is equally distributed on the
four detector quadrants. Each quadrant's output is amplified and buffered
by a transimpedance amplifier (item 7, Figure 2) and applied to a peak
and hold amplifier (P+H) as shown in Figure 8. The outputs of the four
P&H units are summed and connected to a multiplexer, then to an analog to
digital ornverter, and then finally to the magnetic tape digital recorder
for storage. The summer output is also displayed on a panel meter indi-
cator. If the summed signal exceeds the 10 V full scale of the meter (and
of the PEC recorder), the operator must reduce amlpliFier gains by adjusting
the gain switch on the manual gain control unit (MGC).

"The Datatron clock shown in Figure 8 provides time of day information
to the recorder to be stored on command at the 20 Hz rate. This data is
shown in the left column set of Figure 11, a typical section of the ,nag-
netic tape data record printout. Table 2 provides a legend for the data
printout format.

The tracking capability of the Aircraft Receiver System is effected
by moving the roll mirror such that the source image is positioned
symmetrically on the quadrant detector and held there as long as the
source is within the data field of view. The outputs of opposite quad-
rants of the detector, at the peak and hold outputs are applied to a
difference amplifier (see Figure 12), An imbalance generates an error
signal which is amplified and applied to one of the servo motors to drive
the error signal to zero. Both the pitch and roll axes are controlled in
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Table 2.

Legend: Magnetic Tape Output Format

COLUMNS I-1 11 Time in hours, minutes, seconds and.hundredths of
seconds.,

SWITCHES 12 4 6 Binary pass number manually set by operator. Least
signifiant bitn12 column, most significant bit in 6 column.

SWITCH 5 A zero in this column indicates an attenuating filter in
the detector optics of N.D. = 2 (1% transmission) a true (1) indicatesS~no filter.

SWITCH 4 A zero in this column indicates an attenuating filter In
the detector' optics of N.D. = 1 (10% transmission) a true (1) indicates
no filter.

SWITCH 3 When this entry is 0 the system is in the operate mode. A
true or in this column indicates internal calibration of the system.

SWITCH 2 If the receiver is operating within its dynamic range this
columnwilF be true, show a 1.

SWITCH 1 When the sum signal (see below) is sufficient to sustain
automatic tracking, this column indicates a 0 digit. During low signal
conditions this bit goes true indicating that the receiver cannot be
tracking.

CH 1 The numerical ritry in CH 1 is proportional to the summationof the"-optical signal on .aach of the four quadrants. The correspondence

of this numerical value to the signal strength meter reading on the control
panel is 0 to -9.999 is 0 to 99.99 meter deflection where a mete; deflec-
tion of 100 is full scale.

CH 2 Entries in this column will assume one of three nominal values,
+5, 0, or -5. A -5 indicates that the receiver sensitivity is on range 1,
the most sensitive scale. A value near 0 indicates the receiver sensi-
tivity is on range 2. The least sensitive position, +5, was not used.

CH 3 Indicates a voltage proportional to the pitch angle of the
receiver. A zero reading indicates that the receiver pitch axis was
oriented vertically downward. Positive entries indicate the pitch axis
of the receiver was pointed forward along the aircraft flight path, while
negative entries indicate an aft orientation.

CH 4 Indicates a voltage proportional to the receiver roll angle. A
zero rea-ding is obtained when the receiver roll axis is oriented nominally
vertically downward. Positive entries indicate the receiver roll axis
deflected toward the port side of the aircraft while negative entries
indicate a starboard deflection.

CH 5 and CH 6 not used.
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this manner. The roll axis correction is done by driving the roll
mirror directly. The pitch axis correction is effected by turning the
entire sensor assembly housing on its support ball bearings. As indi-
cated in Figure 12 the spot imaged )n the quadrant detector is de-
focused, that is, the plane of the quadrant detector was positioned
somewhat beyond the focal point of the objective lens. This was inten-
tionally done to optimize the response of the tracking system and to
reduce the maximum power density at the photodector.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

The following tabulation describes the operational characteristics
of the Aircraft Receiver System:

Sensor Assembly

Sensitivity (10% of full scale) 4.7xO0"9 W CM"2
F/# •3
Lens Diameter 61
Spectral Bandpass 5240±38 A
Data FOV 1.40 (25 mr)
Visual FOV 150
Allowable Roll Angle ±22.50
Allowable Pitch Angle +90°

Detector- Preampl ifier
Detector EG&G SGD-444-4
Preamplifier Optical Electronics Inc. 9730
Combination Bandwidth D.C. to 2.5 MHz

Tracking System

Deadband < ±.140 (J.5 mr)
Roll Rate Correction > 50 Sec-
Pitch Rate Correction > 5' Sec" 1

Joy Stick Slew Rate (both axes) > 15° Sec" 1
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CALIBRATION

The aircraft receiver produces a voltage at its output in response
to the received optical power density. The determination of this response
in absolute irradiance units is the purpose of this calibration.

The approach taken is to first establish a single absolute irradihance
response value. Next, a curve is plotted depicting the receiver's
response at the maximum gain setting. The absolute irradiance value then
becomes a point on this calibration chart relating all the remaining
points in absolute terms.

The aircraft receiver and the field experiment dye laser form a
source-detector pair in the field, hence the dye laser is a natural
choice for the optical calibration source. As shown in fig 13, the laser
beam is injected into an integrating sphere transforming the beam into a
Lambertian source which at a "large" distance approaches a point source.
The minimum distance required for this condition to be satisfied to an
accuracy of 1% is one hundred times (lOOX) the radius of the sphere's
exit aperture, or 6.25 feet,

To establish an absolute irradiance response value it is necessary
to fix a value of incident irradiance at the receiver (HP). However,
direct measurement with available laboratory equipment (EG&G 480 spec-
troradiometer) is not possible in most cases due to insufficient sensi-
tivity of the spectroradiometer. Since the calibration source has been
configured to provide a point source, the emerging power density (H)

:li! LASER.

AIRCRAFT
RECEIVER EG & G INTEGRATING

H R SPHERE

RADIOMETER

[_ I
H R

H Hr k

Figure 13. Aircraft Receiver Calibration,
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obeys an Inverse square law. Thus, we may measure irradiance directly

at a point closer to the source (Hr) where values exist within the
spectroradiometer's range. The inverse square law is then used to compute
incident irradiance at the receiver (fig 13).

Having thus found a value for HR, the resulting voltage at the out-
put of the receiver is plotted. The remainder of the response data is
obtained by attenuating the incident irradiance in known increments with
neutral density filters.

ABSOLUTE IRRADIANCE

Referring again to fig 11, the EG&G 480 was located 9.77 feet from
the integrating sphere while the aircraft receiver was located 98 feet
from the sphere. The calibration was conducted in a long windowless
hallway and the apparatus baffled to control extraneous light.

During the course of the calibration, periodic measurements of the
source's flux density were taken with no detectable variation indicating
the pulse-to-pulse variation in the laser did not exceed the 10% absolute
accuracy of the spectroradiometer. The measured value of the irradiance
at the monitor (Hr) was 2.42x10 4 W-cm" 2 , This yields an irradiance at
the receiver (HR) of

S.72

2.42x10"4 W-cm" 2  9.77 2.4x10" 6 W-cm 2

The error inherent in this measurement arises primarily from pulse-
to-pulse variation in the laser and the accuracy of the EG&G 480. Both
are specified at ±10%. A third component of this error budget is intro-
duced in the output voltage measurement. This is oscilloscope reading
error generally accepted at ±5%. The fourth component of error arises
from the transmittance accuracy of the neutral density attenuator (±5%).
Taking the rms value of these four error contributions yields an overall
accuracy of

a% accuracy [(10)2 + (10)2 + (5)2 + (5)2]½ = ±16%.

Data was taken with the receiver in the Hi Gain position (Range 1)
and the 1.0% (Density 2.0) transmission Attenuator filter in the optical
path. The measurement was repeated twice with the following results:

Irrad. at Receiver Meter
Measurement Receiver Output Reading Noise

1 2.4xlO- 6 W-cm- 2  4.8 volts 48 4

2 2.4x0"6 4.8 volts 48 4

The noise reading of 4 was observed with the receiver's objective
lens occluded. From previous successful attempts to minimize this noise
it was found to be due primarily to electrical coupling between cabling
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and circuit components. Insertion of extra shielding and some cable
rerouting was done in the time available. This reduced the noise but
did not entirely eliminate its effects.

Interpreting the noise reading as a 4% of full scale uncertainty,
the value for full scale sensitivity for range I is found to be

F.S. 24x10 6 x10 2x102  5x1O-WCm- 2

F.S. =48

with an accuracy of ±(16+4) = ±20%.

Fig 14 shows the calibration characteristic.

Similarly for range 2 the following was measured:

, Irrad. at Receiver Meter
Measurement Receiver Output Reading Noise

1 2.4x10" 6WCm" 2  4.2 volts 42 4

2 2.4x1O"6WCm" 2  4.2 volts 42 4

3 2.4x10 6 WCm" 2  3.9 volts 39 3.5

Then for range 2

F.S 2.4x10 6 x10 2 = 5.8xlO- 6WCm 2

with an accuracy of ±(15 + 4) =±19%,

Figure 15 shows the c .,oration characteristic.

PITCH AND ROLL CALIBRATION:

In both the pitch and roll axes a precision potentiometer was coupled
to the respective axis and an output voltage proportional to angle was
recorded on the magnetic tape at a 20 Hz rate. The pitch pot is a
Beckman SA 3845 unit, 10 turns, with a ±0.25% linearity; its resistance
is 1.0 K ohm. The measured voltage at 0° was less than the least count
of the recording system, 5x10i V. The roll pot is a PIC DA-43 unit of
±1.0% linearity and a resistance of 2.0 K ohms. Measured voltage at 00
was less than 5x1O- 3 V.

The voltages applied to both pot circuits are regulated to ±0.25%,
hence the accuracy of the pitch and roll voltage to the A/C System
recorder is better than ±1.25%. Figure 16 shows the pitch pot calibra-
tion, figure 17 the roll pot calibration.
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SECTION 4
F(O) RECEIVER

INTRODUCTION

A multiple scattering medium, such as ocean water, is characterized by the volume
scattering function F(O) defined as the secondary radiation pattern created by a plane wave
traversing a volume sufficiently small that only single scattering occurs. The validity of the
link models, ref (1), rests on the scattering model assumed which relates the radiance in the
field of a submerged light source as a function of range to the light source, distance off axis,
water scattering properties and other optical parameters of the medium and the source itself.
The need for quantitative information concerning F(O) and the underlying assumption in the
model provided the design impetus for this instrument, named for the relation it measures,

The F(O) receiver is an underwater synchronous, optical pulse amplitude reading,
radiometer, It is positioned relative to the optical axis of a pulsed dye laser, either on axis
or at some angle relative to that axis and measures that component of the Initially collimated
laser output that is scattered into the receiver's field of view.

Some of the equipment's features and specifications are shown in table 1.

Ref (1) Karp, S., "Optical Comnmunications Between Underwater and Above Surface (Satellite) Terminals,"
IEEE Trans on Comm, COM-24, 66-81 (1976)

TABLE I

Aperture 3" diameter, f1l.3

Field of view 46 mllliradians (in water)

Minimum detectable signal 3.5 X 10-10 w/cm 2

"Maximum detectable signal 7 X 10-3 w/cmn2

'". I (attenuator in optical path)

Optical bandwidth 100 A centered at 5240 A

Detector RCA PFI023 2" diameter, I stage
photomultiplier

Detector electrical bandwidth !0 MHz

Output 0-10 V pulse to oscilloscope

0-.10 Vdc time averaged peak value to
DVM
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SYSTEM DESCRIPIrON

The F(O) receiver shown in figure I is composed of two major subsystems, the sensor
assembly and the receiver-control panel. They are connected by 150 feet of multiconductor
underwater cable. Since both of these subsystems are discussed in detail later in this report,
the focus here is on their functions as a unit.

Signal flow and major components are shown in the block diagram in figure 2.
Incident light pulses of 75 psec width from the experimental dye laser pass through a spectral
filter at a rate of 20 per second and are brought to a focus on the faceplate of a photomulti-
plier by a f/1.3, 3-inch-diameter objective Ions, A neutral density filter is normally in the
optical path immediately preceding the photomultiplier to prevent tube damage and to pro-
vide over-range protection. This filter, which has a transmission of 0.1% (density 3), may be
switched out of the optical path remotely via the filter position control unit located on the
receiver-control panel.

From the photomultiplier, the output pulse passes through a line driver that feeds the
shielded coaxial cable connecting the sensor assembly and "he receiver control panel, From
out of the cable, the pulse is amplified and supplied to an oscilloscope for direct measurement
of the instantaneous pulse amplitude.

The same signal available to the scope is routed to the sample-and-hold circuit which
outputs a DC voltage proportional to the instantaneous peak value of the input. Following the
sample-and-hold, a statistical averaging circuit smooths the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations for
monitoring by a digital voltmeter.

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, a clock pulse is initiated in the laser circuitry
whose leading edge is synchronized with the transmission of the dye laser pulse. The receiver
is thus informed as to the location of a possible pulse prior to its arrival, Thus, with the proper
delay, the receiver may be switched into the sample mode in time to receive a signal which is
optimum relative to the a..ibient noise. The clock output is also used as a scope sync for view-
ing the output of the video amp.

SENSOR ASSEMBLY

As mentioned in the previous section, the F(O) receiver consists of two major subassem-n-
blies, the sensor and the receiver-control. The sensor assembly is, itself, divided into the sensor
head an,.o positioning carriage subassemblies.

POSITIONING CARRIAGE SUBASSEMBLY (PCS)

This device shown in figure 3 supports the sensor head underwater and allows it to be
positioned relative to the vertically directed beam of the submerged dye laser. The carriage is
a 3 foot long section of 7 inch steel channel to which nylon rollers are attached via stainless
steel shafts. The track upon which the carriage rides is a 60 foot length of 6 X 6 inches wide
flange steel FI beam. One end of the beam is located directly over the laser so the receiver may
be positioned directly on axis or up to 60 feet off axis.Thu senisor head is suspended beneath the truck underwater mad can be rotated ±80'• ,a:
from the vertical in 50 increments. A large protractor is fastened to the carriage in order to

indicate the sensor's pointing angle and to provide a convenient clamping mechanism to secure
the sensor once it is pointed.

Figure 4 shows the PCS installation.
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SENSOR HEAD SUBASSEMBLY (SHS)

The SHS, shown removed from its waterproof canister in figure 5, consists of the
collection optics, the photomultiplier assembly, a remote control filter actuator, and a
reference light source for system self-check and adjustment.

Light incident on the SHS passes through the canister faceplate and strikes, in turn,
'j. a narrowband (100 A) Interference filter, a 3-inch-diameter, f/1.3 objective lens, a removable

N.D. filter, a field stop, and the photomultiplier. The photomultiplier is part of an integratedphotodetection unit (RCA PF 1023) which contains a I 0-stage photomultiplier tube, high

voltage power supply, and output pulse amplifier in a single, ruggedized, sealed package. The
tube's gain is varied by an external potentiometer and the required input power is ± 12 Vdc,
thus removing the need to supply high voltage through a considerable length of cable under-

r water. The photocathode is an ERMA II which has a peak response at 5000 A.
Insertion or removal of the neutral density filter (attenuator) from the optical path Is

accomplished by rotating the filter holder as shown in fIgure 6. Space requirements precluded
the conventional motor-driven filter wheel normally used for this purpose. Instead, a linear
actuator of the type used in radio-control model airplanes was adapted to position the filter,
A 5-volt pulse initiated by the operator at the control panel drives the actuator to either
extreme. Limit switches at the position extremes light LED position indicators on the control
panel so that the filter status (i.e., in or out) is available to the operator.

Also located in the SHS is the reference source, an LED which Is activated and pulsed
from the control panel. This feature permits a known amount of pulsed radiation to be
received by the instrument for checking system gain and verifying general system performance
when the sensor is underwater or otherwise inaccessible.

Construction of the SHS is simple and rugged, consisting of four Micarda discs, fastened
together with three 1/4-20 threaded rods. This assembly is press fit into a cast aluminum under-
water strobe canister which is penetrated by a packing gland for passage of the multiconductor
interconnection cable. The cable contains ten No. 22 AWG conductors and two 75 ohm
shielded coax for signal. The entire assembly is 20 inches long, 9-1/2 inches in diameter and
weighs approximately 35 pounds.

RECEIVER-CONTROL PANEL

This unit contains the synchronous receiver circuits, the instrument control electrcnics
and system power supplies. All routine commands to the sensor assembly originate here, as
well as the monitoring of all phases of the F(O) experiment operation.

SYNC RECEIVER

Operation of the synchronous receiver is initiated by a signal generated in the dye laser
control electronics, indicating the laser is about to be fired. This signal triggers a monostable
multivibrator whose time constant Is approximately 5 microseconds. This delay pulse allows
the laser pulse to be sensed by the photomultiplier, sent up the cable, and amplified by the
video pulse amplifier before the receiver is gated on. The trailing edge of the delay pulse fires
a second monostable which generates an 11 microsecond "sample" pulse. This pulse switches
a ,Ol-mfd capacitor into the output of an operational amplifier driven by the peak value of
the received laser pulse. The capacitor-op amp combination is in the sample-and-hold circuit
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whose output is switched to the integration amplifier by the trailing edge of the sample
pulse. The integration amp has a long time constant (5 seconds), enabling the average of
approximately 100 laser pulse peaks to drive a meter movement on the panel or a digital
voltmeter.

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

The functions controlled by the Receiver-Control Panel include photomultiplier gain
and input power, attenuator filter position and the calibration LED.

The photomultiplier is powered by positive and negative 12 volts. According to RCA,
these voltages must be applied simultaneously or possible damage to the unit may occur.
Accordingly, a voltage sensor/protection circuit employing an "and" gate and a capacitive
delay assures that both voltages are present for at least 3 seconds before application to the
photomultiplier via relay. If either supply falls, the output of the "and" gate will be insuffi-
cient to keep the relay energized and power will be removed from the detector.

A feature of the photomuitiplier assembly is its remote gain programming capability,
A lead is brought out of the assembly and connected to ground through a resistor in the range
0 to 10K with the gain Inversely proportional to the resistance. In the receiver-control panel
this lead is connected to one of three (lo, med, hi) resistors via the GAIN SELECT switch.

As indicated in the description of the sensor assembly, the filter position assembly is
controlled from the filt~r position control unit in the receiver control panel. The control unit
supplies power (4.4 Vdc) to the filter actuator as well as a 5-volt, 2-millisecond pulse that drives
the actuator from one extreme to the other. Also included in the filter position control unit
are the status indicators that inform the operator whether the filter is in or out of the optical
path. These indicators are LEDs connected to micro switches located at the extremes of the
filter holder's travel.

The final control function performed at the receiver-control panel is the operation of
the internal calibration and self-check LED located in the sensor head. By switching into the
calibrate mode, power (+5 Vdc) is applied to the LED driver circuit and to the "clock select"
relay (+15 Vdc). The LED driver consists of free-running oscillator operating at 3 KHz, a
morostable multivibrator and several voltage followers. The oscillator sets the pulse repeti-
tion rate and provides the sync for the receiver through the "clock select" relay. Pulse width
Is determined by the monostable multivibrator and is set at 1 microsecond to simulate the
laser pulse. To further enhance the simulation of the laser pulse, the monostable outnut Is
routed to a voltage follower which provides a gaussian pulse shape at its output. This pulse
becomes the driver for the calibration LED whose output is detected by the photomultiplier
and fed back into the receiver for operator monitoring.

CALIBRATION

The F(O) receiver produces a voltage at its output in response to the received optical
power density which in turn can be related to source radiance. The determination of this
response in absolute radiance and irradiance units is the purpose of this calibration.

The approach taken in this work is to first establish a single absolute irradiance
response value. Next, a family of curves is plotted depicting the receiver's response at all gain K.
settings. The absolute Irradiance value then becomes a point on this calibration chart relating
all the remaining points in absolute terms. Finally, from data developed in the calibration the
absolute radiance is calculated and entered on the calibration chart.
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Since the F(8) receiver and the field experiment dye laser form a source-detector
pair in the field, the dye laser is a natural choice for the optical calibration source. As shown
in figure 7, the laser beam is injected Into an integrating sphere transforming the beam into a
Lambertian source which at a "large" distance approaches a point source. The minimum
distance required for this condition to be satisfied is taken to be one hundred times (10OX)
the radius of the integrating aperture, or 6-1/4 feet.

To establish an absolute irradiance response value it is necessary to fix a value of
incident irradiance at the receiver (HR). However, direct measurement with available
laboratory equipment (EG&G 480 spectroradiometer) is not possible in most cases due to
insufficient sensitivity of the spectroradiometer. Since the calibration source has been con-
figured to provide a point source, the emerging power density (H) obeys an inverse square law.
Thus, we may measure irradiance directly at a point closer to the source (Hr) where values
exist within the spectroradiometer's range. The inverse square fall-off is then exploited to
compute incident irradiance at the receiver,

Having thus found a value for HR, the resulting voltage at the output of the receiver is
plotted. The remainder of the response data is obtained by attenuating the incident irradlance
in known increments with neutral density filters. This procedure is repeated for each gain
setting.

Assuming a point source, the radiation of that source can be computed by dividing the
irradiance received by the acceptance solid angle of the receiver. The computation of this
scale on the calibration chart, figures 8a and 8b, completes the calibration.

ABSOLUTE IRRADIANCE

Referring again to figure 7, the EG&G 480 was located 9.77 feet from the sphere. The
calibration was conducted in a long windowless hallway and the apparatus baffled to control
extraneous light.

During the course of the calibration, periodic measurements of the source's flux
density were taken with no detectable variation indicating the pulse-to-pulse variation in the
laser did not exceed the 10% absolute accuracy of the spectroradiometer. The measured value
of the Irradiance at the receiver (1 1R) was

2.42 X 10-4 W-cm" 2 g = 2.4 X 10-6W-cm- 2  (1)
98.0

The uncertainty Inherent in this measurement arises primarily from pulse-to-pulse
variation in the laser and the accuracy of the EG&G 480. Both are specified at ± 10%. The
third component of this error budget is introduced in the output voltage measurement. This
is the uncertainty in reading the oscilloscope, generally accepted at ±5%. Taking the rms value
of these three contributions yields an overall uncertainty of

(0)2 + (10)2 + (5)2 1/2 ±15% (2)
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Data was taken with the receiver in the Lo Gain position and the 0.1% (Density 5,0)
transmission Attenuator filter out of lie optical path. The measurement was repeated twice
with the following results:

Irrad. at receiver receiver output accuracy

2,4 X 10-6 W-cm- 2  4 volts *15%

RECEIVER RESPONSE

The dynamic response of the F(O) receiver was investigated by allowing successively
weaker irradiance values to illuminate the receiver and charting the resulting output voltages,
Data was taken on several gain settings for the same irradiance wherever possible.

The Irradiance was controlled by inserting neutral density (attenuating) filters In the
optical path near the source. The data was normalized to a receiver output of 4 volts and
displayed in table 2.

TABLE 2. F(O) RECEIVER DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Filter Output Voltage

Density Rel. Irrad. Irrad. Lo Gain Mod Gain Hi Gain

1.0 2.4 X I O-6W-cm-2 4 volts
.,3 0,5 1,2 X 10-6 2.5

1.0 0.1 2.4 X l0-7 0.7 4

1.3 5 X 10-2 1,2 X 10-7 0,4 2

2.0 1 X I0-2 2,4 X 10-8 0.12 0.6 10

2.3 5 X 10-3 1.2 X 10-8 0.3 4,4

3.0 1 X 10-3 2.4 X 10-9 0.74

3.3 s X 10- 4  1.2 X 10- 9  0.4

Density 3 Attenuator filter out

When the density 3 Attenuator noted above is rotated to the In position, all irradiance
values are multipled by 103. This Situation is shown in figures 9a and 9b.

FIELD OF VIEW

The F(O) receiver contains a circular field stop located immediately in front of the•L
multiplier phototube that determines the field of view of the instrument. If the field stop has
diameter d and the receiver a focal length f, the FOV in air is given by

FOV - d/f .14/4.0 =.035 35 milliradians (3)
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In water, the FOV is modified by the water's index of refraction or 1.33 the value of
air. Thus, in water we have

FOVwater = 1-33 (35 mr) 46 mr (4)

In both cases, the FOV is circular.

ABSOLUTE RADIANCE

From the absolute irradiance data determined in this calibration and the calculated
FOV, absolute radiance response can be determined. As the F(O) receiver was used to map
the radiance distribution of a submerged source, the FOVwater is used.

From the FOV we obtain the solid acceptance angle as

water [FOV 1.66 X 10-3 sr (5)

Now radiance values are obtained by dividing the Irradiance data by swater. The
Lresults are shown in table 3, figures IOa, lOb, 1 la, and I lb.

TABLE 3
Attenuator out Attenuator in

irrad. (W/cm 2 ) 11(10- 3sr) rad. (W-cm' 2sr- I) tad. (W-cm-2sr 1 )

2.4 X 10-6 1.4 X 10-3 1.4

1.2 X 10-6 7.2 X 10- 4  .72

2.4 X 10 7  1.4 X 10 .14

1.2 X t0-7 7.2 X 10-5 7,2 X 10-2

2.4 X 10-8 1.4 X 10-5 1.4 X 10-2

1.2 X 10-8 7.2 X 10-6 7.2 X 10-3

2.4X 10-9 1.4X 10-6 1.4X 10-3
S1.2 × 1-9 7.2 X 10-772×10-

1.2 X l0t7.o l- 7.2 X 10-4

SPECTRAL FILTER

The F(O) receiver is equipped with a spectral filter to reduce background radiation. It
has no effect on the calibration, however, since its bandwidth is larger than the calibration
source and all measurements are referenced to a plane in front of the filter, i.e., incident
radiation.
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SEC`TIO`NS
AN INSTRUMENT FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF SPECTRAL ATTENUATION

COEFFICIENT AND NARROW ANGLE VOLUME SCATTERING FUNCTION OF
OCEAN WATERS

Abstract

A new instrument has been developed for the study of those optical properties of ocean water that affect the transmission of
image-fortning light. The instrument performs almultaneous measurements of the volume attenuation Coefficient and the volume
scattering function at three angles. Any of ten wavelengths covering the spectral range from 400 to 670 nanometers may be used,
A depth capability 6f 500 metors permits the examination of water below the euphotic %one and of the bottom waters on the Conti-
nental shelf. The considerations leading to the design of the Instrument, lIes capabilities and the unique features it inoorporates
are discussed. Some examples of the date obtained with the instrument are presented.

Introduction

The study and solution of visibility and linage transminlsion problems requires Information regarding the optical properties of
oo~nan water for various geographical sareas find water depths. The present state of oar knowledge of these properties has been as-.
voerly restricted by the type and capability of the instrumentation that has been available. Visibility and Image transmission through
water is affected by the optical processes of absorption and scattering. Therefore, measurements of the modium are required fromn
which the significant factors of the absorption and scattering properties can be derived, Generally, bath vary with the wavelength of
the radiation involved, with geographical location, with depth, and with time, It is essential, therefore, that the measurements be
obtained rapidly over the spectral region of interest and over the volume of water of concern In order that a complete and quasi-
Instantaneous assessment of these properties can be obtained,

Recent studies of near-surface date from stable, well-documented water confirm that a reasonably precise estimate of the total
scattering onefficient, a, can be obtained if the volume scattering function (VSP). Mi, is known at a suitably small drngle fromn the
direction of propagation, As ak result of this, the absorption coefficient, a, may be determined from a knowledge of the volume atten-
tuation coefficient, e, and the VSI. -(01 alnoc a ,a + a. Thus a single instrument capable of measuring e and a (0) at a number of
wavelengths in rapid succession would antisfy the requirement for simultaneous spectral data on the absorption and scattering prop-
erties of ocean waters of interest, The vuildity of the correlation betwee~i (7 () and a for near-bottom waters, where the scatter-
ing material may differ in important respects from that found in surface waters, has not yet been verified. We expect from theoretical
considerations and from our evaluation of the nature of the near bottom scattering material that a satisfactory relationship between
vr(0) and a will be found to exlii.

On this premise, the Visibility Lnboratory has developed en instrument to perform the simultaneoum measurement of the beam
transmittance, T. (from which a may ho obtained) and the VSii at threu smell angles. This instrument wheni used In conjunction
with the Visibility Laboratory general angle scatter meter** capable of measuring the VSI" from 101 to 170', can obtain values of
a (O) over it range of angles large en~ough ito allow the computation of m directly from the relationship,

a 2," u(0) aiWdO ,(1)

If the expected correlation between a () und m iN founid lit bottom water below the euipliotle zono, we may proceed with confidence
to utilize this single Instrument, mneasuring Alphoanmd voluniL SCAltoring function (hence thu ucronyrn AlEIUAl'l) for the evaluatioli
of those optical properties of inour-bottom water which are important for the naveis timent of the oporation of underwater viewing
systema.

thi setheion ti mrvieait Mendes crip tioe of the Important functional I vpeel ficatioun of the lv atreionen. It will also serve as an
introductiontotebituutadmnoro concepts used lin itsi deal gmi, AddItional bacikgrouden id s dots Is will be) provided In
later paragraphs.

V General Thoeerilpflgp

'rho instrument systemn co"Hnvits of four components:

I . All underwater un it iunwisinig ilolai rm itioo voltimni scitturinig ftoiiitlieii water tvtnipuratuin, 1111d ilia4trulnoilt depth.

2. A special cabie with mtyilln member (two lengthsi, 4001 ro~ot Pimd 2000 fuoot, tho latter for use () cli un eistting w itch),

S il ork esribed was perfiormedi with support proviided by thu Defeonse Advancedl Revserch Projocts Agoeny tnuder AlIIPA
Order 2431.

SDeveloped with support provided by the Nuviil Air Denvelopmeont Center under Contract N6i22110-7I-C!-0117(i
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3. A devk unit for topaldo digital signail conaditioning, dat~a display, and functionul control of underwater unit,

4. A data recording unit with at 21.. oio~rmra digitial data parinter, an incremental magnetic talle data recorder and an x, y1, y3
plotter.

The mnaxim nua donsign operating depth Iii rVIO a'~ (1640 root). 'iho cubie SLruc'gth .&a dequaite to muptiort the uInstruament and
2000) feot ot'Liablo in water with naoramal aaccr!a,: twH.om

Vertianl profalni of toacnimittainco, volume atthiiiuca i: oeafflclcnt, volume aciattoring tranf!, ii, i~td Witter temperiature may be ob-
ta ine d ait i ra te of about 36 inoturm par mn uauto air 1 4 11- mii - for to 1r500-muter worfi le(n Oxilcc ni %A wIt' oan gle offecta), FuNattic payout
and re trieval m ay beo ;aoac tle depending R upon the( grikiadeala of the ,'ar~(itable, the myc turn time cotnstuants, andr the doesired accnuracy.

Optical Measurements

All opticalt neamuromeaiatm naaay be made at anly of 10 wavelengthas aeloctuililo by command from the surface. '!'ii wavelength fIt de-
tormined by Interferencee filturm having half power batindwiclthm of 12,3 naanoinotura or loss and nominal oenturm wiivoleigthmi of 400,
C10, 460, 40(, 520, 550, 580, 610, 640, aind 670 naaaaornetiorm,

The water path length may, tin ahaanged Froml 1/2 aotore to 2 moutarm In 1/2-meiotr incremnauts by moans of oatacerat initialled between
the projector aaad receiver.

Collimated projoctor and receiver optical myitaenasi are timed, 'rho projector ucies a 15-watt tuligatuit lamp genoratliag a beasm 9,33
millImeterso In diameter having a divergence of' 05 mllliradlansm (half anglot In water). 'Vho lenses Ira the projector and receiver are
plane-convex *chromiates penial ly fabricatedc for th in instrument,

A portion of tho flux from the lanip lit canrried directly to the ruceiver by a fiber otitic light pipe. Th'ina flux, which im unaffected
by the charanteristics of tho Watter path, merves am at continual referencti signal to unuable tho system to coonponmiate for fluctuations
in the lamp output and/or revolveor mensitIvIty.

The receiver acceptance half angle is 1.5 miilliradlificlbi it Watter for thu truaasmittnncaa mnaeauroaaeat, 'I'he receiver aperture sitop
for tzauamittance Ia 20) millimactars li i laciauetr, The ruceivcr field of view andap terture stopa diaimeter are changed for the throe
volume scattering function (VSI'l moasuruniento, Tlie nominhal measuremient angloi (in wiater) oiver which the YSI" In nmeasured are
3, 6, and 12 milllradllani. liar faim lengths I motor and shortor all three V810 measurenments can be mado. With a wathr path legend
of 1.5 or 2 nauterm, only the 1 unit 6 milliradlan monvulrenuntH van he mande duo to restrictions created by the 50 millimeter maximum
receiver aperture diameter,

Llret!2ýDqh leacairomonlt

In atrunmet, depth IN de10ternilned by at tbonded astrain ga ge ureasure transaduc er 11110v lgA ran go of 0 - 7W psiNa land a term inatl linear-
ity of 40.18 tairoort of full snubl output Trhe trudiacm(lour will withaitand tarcasuros of 1IN percent of full macue Without Affecting lper-
formuance charactaroIstics aantl In oxvomm orl '2M) aarouat of full acette before buriatling

The troiuicil cr outpit lIs amplified tit obtain ia scale factor of I volt per 1010 meters of Instrument depth (1.0, 5. volts for maximium
depith of 500 m txars), 'l'li dig ital I data trani emicatmm I link hhi a it resiolutionl of 0.0)1 volta, trP~orrs ed lag to an effecltive depth re0110in-
tien cif I meter, The tranmilucer laintarlty limits thu direct laeding iccurlacy to 0.8 muters. An alternate rangeo of 0-20)0 metuer may
lie "elected from the conitrol poioanl. 'Illis multootlom Inereases tho gailia In the undeurwater inatrimeant by a facator cit 1 with a resultant
depth reanolution of 0.1 mvturm, Alia the. itcuracy fIn this come isI lrimted by the hasice tranealaicor, no improvement In iahmlniite accuracy

epratur Monisuro nojit

Waitter tomliura talr ait the depthll, of'llem Ins atrue n it IN a isolme liy Ii tiroc ilaton pltuin um rusI stancet thermomenmter. 'the aolacer ra. ist-
alive ohiangem iappromxlimately 1.8 allien lir Ciagnic Ctala IliH with it riwatacaitallity oft ý0i.):l'C. TheIi uliaiiar L~Ivac'aoi~taiat lii aigitaited water
Is 1.6 soarnniNd air lucia,

'the tompiiiara tre rvoalvouv of' lt the ccii sor nmymatoni in 1 volIt jinc IV(''C ciii the tiam~ia ll'femituruitura dimll li and roonralotg, 'l'ho c algai
of temperatures which thu soaniar nyatoni call huniiadoexceedsm the ruaiamlrumeian (or oiaarai maiauaaanaaa mott, TIhe timec conatuant of the
themonnameter probe rectalo raintlam t liii n to of far a rauniot L Iowen ig en retrieval b le reducedt for themea pert in a of thu waetar colt vin whore
there lit a marked thermeol incm t tir faa, ruI lommpeaurv tovelmc nracy ta to bo air al'noed,

t)Igltal IDatia aiid Comamaaiid 'lraaimv11iniiaaio SyVtom 11)l)IAC't'8)

Thb Iv yetani troir de(' for tiie trilialaiii) H aloe 0f0c1911,tai liddirUNass catnd canniniaadR. rt~on the a arfac" onatrol uanit tol the various unider-
wiater tmencaira (downlink) iiand for the triamiic siialnli if iigitial datia fromn the auiderwatt'r nanalaorn to time aairfate for display analrecord-
lag lupilink).

'The unadeirwalter poartion ofl) DhA ( l'' will hiinill i up to e ighlt lanainl0 Inlput thmiuannuc aI (t10 v'etHt full ai to , Am any of these ofasa-
riotms inacdroanad by tho suarfiamn l liit, 111aiua1log voltaige IH hmilItiptatxo Int iati a lal-itaar uaalnng-to-dligitel converte'r, 'rhe digital data
along with thi a titum a acd aaiarun a of' thn cannala mtaire asunat tna the a urfaico viaa the twinteal piair ala a traaanta Iaaila Io lire lii tic iimndarwinater
ciable. U pon revveltt ot' the tilgi till Iufrariiitioini the' y rfiit unr ilit Htoroml andii dipll l ayc the alatia anid Hfate m LilI atriaia Lion, It then in it lute

a the laita liagelr well c'riiruatrat'id witha ft'aadti tiro viald acly iianothe r acalatrait, bait It I a clanailatiblat with the recaordfing reaquirenmentsa of'
A1l-LAT aindc It will foilsased witfh this; Iittuairam'iat
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the cycle for another channel by sending down to the uriderwater unit the appropriate address and any digital command for a change
in status of the underwater unit. The time required to complete the intey-ogation of a channel ic 7.83 milliseconds, As seven chat,-
note are currently being used, each vhani;A, is sampled 18.24 times -p'# second. This date rate is in excess of that required to Be-
ourataly resord any of the veriablem.

The capability Is provided to address any one ol any combin~ition of the aight date channels in sequence. only those so addrss.
sod will be interrogated.

A 4-bit command word is associated with easch channel, These digital commandos are transmitted to the underwater tnnit with each
cycle of the DIDACTS where they are placed in a storage register. If the status of the U/W controlled function (e.g., wavelength fil-
ter wheel position, photomultiplier tube high voltage setting, chopper motor speed setting, or scale factor for depth measurement) is
not in agreement with the command, a digital comparator senses this and Initiates a sequenoce of changes until the status agrees with
the command. The digital condition of the status generator associated with each controlled function Is placed in the underwater shift
register and sent to the surface whore it nay be displayed and recorded along with the dote, If the command and status signals in the
surface unit do not correspond, display and recording of date Is inhibited.

Optical Design

F Design Considerations

In order to obtain the smallest error in an Instrument designed to measure the volume attenuation coefficient, a, it can be showrn
that the path lengths through the mediuim should be around 1/a or one attenuation length, Thus in very clear oceanic water where aV may be as large asea 0.05m-1 a water path length of 20 meters Is Indicated. Such path lengths are usually Impractical in field in-
struments without resorting to seone system for multiple folding of the optical path. The multiplicity of optical surfaces which me
suitet, with the attendant requirement for knowing the exact reflectance or transmittance of each surface, quickly negates any gain
resulting from the increased path length. Furthermore, the optimum length changes with wavelength and water mass, and the advan-
tag* of the long path rapidly decreases as tt attenuation length decreases, As an example, given an instrument having a path
length of 20 meters and another with at nsP ngth of 2 metors - both having the same photometric accuracy - the "crossover otten-
ustion coefficient," a', i.e., the coeffloiettý where the errors in the measurement of a is the same for the two instruments, would be

a 0.128 mn- 1 . For a 2-meter inistrument with a photometric error 0,2 percent, the error in the determination of a - 0.05m- I due to
this photometric error would be Au - 0.0011 m-1, and the relative error would be Au/n - 0.022 or 2.2 percent. This should be so-
eaptahie for all but the most critical research purposes, The same Instrument shortened V, I meter and used In the same water would
yield An - 0.0021 m- and Aa/a .0,042 or 4.2 percent - an error that would still be acceptable for moat applications. Thus a 1 or
2-meter tranomissometer with good photometric accuracy can provide satisfactory volume attenuation coefficient data for clear oceanI, waters, These shorter Instruments are greatly to be preferred from the standpoint of ease of handling at son to the longer instruments
or to those having a large number of reflecting or transmitting surfaces having critical cleaning requirements ats in Home Instrument
designs with multiply-folded optical paths,

There was an additional and over-riding consideration forcing the design to shorter path lengths, That was the requirement to
measaura the small ringles volume scattering function (VSF) using the same path as used for the beam transmittance measuiremniit.
Here the designer wimhes to measure the scattering from a thin lam ina so that the flux remains essentially constant throughout the
Measurement volume, The requirement for adequate receiver power places a lower limit on the measurement volume, and the cross-
section of this volume, i.e., the beam diameter, finds practical limite in the size of the receiver optics. Optical requirements for the
asiz of the transimleso metor boam place further restrictions on the beam diameter,

The compromises then were ia) between long measurement path lengths for accuracy in clear water transmittance (hence a) n'ea-
surementit and short water p11th lengths for small-angle VSF' measurements and for ease of handling at sea,. and (h between a large
diameter beam for precision in measurement of V8V and small diameter to keep the size oIf the receiver optical systema reasonable,

In this instrument the projector and receiver beams were collimated as opplosed to the cylindricnlly limited design used In pro-
4 vioos Visibility Laboratory instruments,. 'rho primary reason for this wast to allow the precise specification of engular fields of' view

In both the VSF and the transmittance me~asuremlents. A corollary benefit is that the metasurement pa1th length mny be changed without
affecting the Instrument calibration providing only that the receiver entrance aperture is of adequate diameter to aceopt till flux seat-
tered at the maximum measured eoattering aingle for tho longesit measurement path.

Description of the Optical Design3

Thu optical system consists of a projector which provides a small beam of highly collimakted light and a collimated receiver
whose optical axis is alIgned with the axis of the projector. Tihe field-of-view of tihe receiver is caused to change repetitively, by
means of an Indexing field stop wheel located at the focal ploint of the receiver objective tons. For the nicesuremonet of transmit-
tance, the field-of-view is determined by the requirement to peass ali flux leaving the projector which hasi been neither absorbed nor
scattered. Thus if thu power In the beom as it leaves the projector Is P. and that remaining after traversingc at instrument water
path length f Is 1`1, then T .- Pf/P. - -f

For the measurement of the volume scatterling function at angles close tn the forward direction, the rield-of-view of the receiver
is such that it blocks the directly transmitted light and accepts flux which has beent scattetrud by the water at a small range of angles
around the desired median angla, Those portions of the optical system that aire illum inateid by the projector boam can also contribute
to scattered flux which is indistinguishable from that scattered by the water, Io reduce Wthi unwanted signal to a mlinimunm, the de-
sig, emphasized reducing the numbter of optical surfaces, and atmount or gdisac to a mininium and spocifying the hlghest quality meter-

iois and surfaces In the optics used.

The volume scattering function, a O), at annie 0 from the direction of propagation may be determined from the expresstion:
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I P.(O) 2

where PIe(O) t the on-axds power leaving the mouiguroment volume,-

Pf (0) = the received power scattured at a noeano tingle, 0, into molild angle m0,

(d = the solid angle of aicceptanice of the receiver shout the measurement angle 0,

and f = the path length through the measurement volume.

This relationship may ble derived is followsi The volume suattoring function Is defined by the differential relationship.

dU(0) (0) -(0 *tldV (3)

where dJ (0) is the rdiant intensity scattered In the direction 0 by an elmoental volume, dV, of the mcittering medium, H is the

Irradianee incident on the olemental-sample volume. In an instrumental determination of ff(0), a sample volume of finite mile is, of

course, required in order to obtain monsurable quanLtties of power, The size of the volume and of the receiver solid angle of accep-

Lance, wo, are determined by the sensitivity of the receiver, the power in the projector boam, the speotral bandwidth, and the range

of (y (0) values to be measured. In ALSCAT the sample path length is sufficient mo that losses along the path cannot be neglected

in the derivation, The measurement path is shown mohomatically in Figure 1.

aIf(0)

V x

t I't W9

'1Ile ( -

F ig, I

'Let P.(0) a the power In the beom emitted by the projector into the water,

.A the ar.u of the pruJoetor beotl,

F• the lngth of the aiensureinent volume,

the translmttance of the water with to x

and 'lf'" Pj(0)/1).(0) = the triannuittanco of the total water path, 1

Then, since power in the beam atx is given by

I t , A , . 1 1 I• ( O ) . r ,}

sld dl.(O) ý mOd,I.(O)

represents the power seettered in direction 0 by the element of path dx at x, hPq, (3) may Ie rewritten as

d P.(0) u (O) . T, , P.(0) d•dx ,(Ia)
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Now the amount of this power reaching the receiver at t will be

dPtW6 a(9T. T3  - P,(O) cd9dx (4)

and since T. 'Tf Tt, Eq. (4) becomes

Solving for the total scattered power received from, the entire measurement volume, we obtain

Pt(O) o (0) TgP.(0) wet (6)

from which we obtain

.1I Pee)
(6)

wet Tf P* (0)

or sinces P(O) TI * P.(OI

1 p l(0)
u(6)~-('7)

The above derivation assumes single Scattering and that the path travelled by a scattered photou ist not significantly longer, in
termes of attenuation losses, thwn that travelled by an unscattered photon,

Projector. The projector source is a 15-watt, ti-volt projection lamp with a 1.6 xc 1.9 mm -flat. core- filament (Osram 8018), The
lamp lilluminates ii filud stop 0.44 millimeters in diameter placed at the Ibcai distance from the projector objective lons 4see Fig. 21.
This lens is a 880-m~illimeter focal length 90 millimeter diameter piano-convex achronrat with the plaene surface In contact with the
water, A condensing lens images the filament In the projector aperture stop. The projector clear aperture Is 9.33 millimeter" in dia-
meter) however, since the diagonal of the filament Image at this plane I is) sightly smaller than the aperture diameter, the projector
beam as it 6nt.Jra the Water is rOctankgular. The projector beom divergence Is 0.67 milllradlana in air and 0,5 milliradians in water.

CONDENS5ING - MIELD -LINt FIELDb. PHOTOMULTIPLIER
LENS 1 stop LENS TUS I

DI. 330 mmn j
.J.... IMIGRATING

INDEXING
330~' __________ PILYIN WHEEL

LIGHT IL IGHT  RECEIVR INDEXING IDXN

WHEEL

OPTICAL SCHEMATIC .- ALSCAT
(Not Drawn to Scalel

Vig. 2
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of the projector beam is it enters the water can ho accepted. Thus it the projector aperture stop diameter is op and the path length

is f, tie minimum receiver aperture atop must be

To reduce the errora introduced by the inclusion of scattered light in the transmittance measurement and by the unwanted inclu-

sion of secondary scattered light in the VSF measurement, it it desirable to limit the sizt of the aperture stop to that required for
each measurement. In this instrument the receiver aperture atop is determined by the size of the image of a circular stop in the
"indexing aperture stop wheel" formed by the field lena (see Figs. 2 and 3). This imago is formed at the water surface of the re-
ceiver objective Leons, The field atop wheel and the aperture atop wheel are on the same shaft and index together. Thus each of the
four optical measurements ae performed with an appropriate aperture atop size, A slight compromise was necessary in the interest
of keeping the also of receiver lna and its mounting to within what were felt to be reasonable limits. Thus the maximum receiver
stop diameter was kept to 50 millimeters which precludes measuring the VSF for 9 = 12 milliradiana in the 1.5 or 2.0 meter path
length confi guratlone.

The stop wheel mechanism Indexing speed can he controlled from the surface up to a maximum of 3 complete cycles of thi wheel

per second (18 indexing actions per second).

Spectral Filterina. A wheel carrying 10 narrow-band interference filters is located between the aperture stop wheel and the an-
trance port of the integrating sphere (see Figs. 2 and 3). The operator may select the filter required by a command from the surface
control unit, The filter characteristics are shown ini Fig. 4.

CI•JIrCTIIRISTICS Otl SPELIRAL PInTIIT IN AISCAT

(SECOND Strr, wiTRIC 3 CaVI'r4)

NOMINAL CIM~~IWrD MAX I MU I ulI
WAVILW n I A A 11AIIDT11 ji.]](A)d '['equiv

trm) (NO) (nm) (mi)

400 400.7 402 8.4 4,120 0.492
4,30 430.3 431 7,0 I 3. 402 0,48u

460) 459.8 459 5,9 2,903 0,492
400 49,.5 4A9 7. 4 4.097 0,554
520 520 1 521 •7 4 4,600 0,OW

530 $4;'], 549 7,0 I 4,840 0,637

580 580.0 579 9.4 6.284 0.09
010 008,4 004 11_1 6,827 0,604

040 641.0 o38 11.2 f,666 0.0MI5
6706( 12,1 7,510 0,011

0.100

67O 649,

I. . 40 43 70 Ito Agoll•0.10

a020

•'t. o i II•

0Iig. 4



Photodetector Unit, Art integrating sphere has been used to ensure that the same portion of the photocathode of the photomulti-
piler tube (RCA 1P28A VI) is used for all measurements. This was particularly important since the distribution of flux in the beam
exiting the illter wheel changes markedly for the five me asurements (including the fiber optic "reference" measurement). Such.1
changes in diatributlior can eauseo the uutput of the phatomnultiplier tube to be non-propnrtional to the total flux, if different areas of
the photocathode are used.

Underwater Lensess

The amount of glass and the number of surfacesn in the optical paths of the inatrument we.@ kept to a minimum in the interest of re-
ducing the residual Instrumental scattering, lo this end pianko-convex lenses with their plane side in contact with the water were
used In lieu of the usual combination of lenses and plano-Parallel optical glass windows, The requirements for strength, low scat-
tating end achromatization dictated lens requirements that could be met only by special lens design and fabrication. Consequently, .
two-lement cemented achromala, were designed by one of the authors, (TlJP), and maunufaetured to strict tolerances with respect to
surface finish, bubbles, inclusioos, strain and striae, The following table lists the major specifications of the lenses:

ALSCAT OB.JECTIVE LENSES

Diaetr eceiver 75 mm

iProjector 30 hmm

Fiocal Length (587.56 nm, He d-llnm) 3.30 mim t 1%

Axial Color Correction: 400 to 670 uin ±10. 2% of focal length

Front Surface Flat

Rear Surface: Radius of Curvature 143.69 mm

[.All Surfaces: Conformity to Above Within 1 fringe per 12 mm

Surface Qunlity, per MIl,-0-111830t 60-40

Central 14 mm (Receiver)201orbte
r ~~~~~Central 10 mm (Projector) 2-1orbtr

Maximumn luviation Between Optical and Mechanical Axes 6 minutes

Le"Thi, knees Roeever 315 lam
Len Projector 10 hmm

maintain ~Mechanical Design-____

The echaicaldesiign was Predicated on pro~viding a rugged, in-line Instrument that could take the normal shipboard abuse and
mananIsOptical alignment, The projeetor and receiver assemblies nre mounted in cylindrinal presnuire vessels that are accurately

postioed ithrespect to each other h., heavy aluminum uylindirltol sipacers. Figure 5 shows the instrument assembled in Its I-
intrconfiguration at the top, and the sketches at the bottom of the figure show how viurious co~nbninations of the spacers can be used

to vary the water path length froin 0.6 to 2,0 motors. TPhe elongated holes in the cylinder walls of the spacers are provided to faclli-
tate raput exchange of water in the measurement puth. Thu spricurs are hold togethor by split clamp ringsi which allow rapid and ac.
curate chsaiges in nath length, All opticL refereteces are made to the largo face lilato to which the receiver pressure housing and the
first spaccin (B in F'ig, 5) arte attac~hed. The, pinte was carefully machined to receive the curved surface of the receiver objective Ions.
and the olanie water-contact stirfice of this Ions Is partilel to the plane of tie outer surface of the plate. Trhe optical components for
the rocvlIvor are moeunted on an optical tbone1i fastened to the inner surf ace oif this face plate and hold rigid by the addition of two
large rods and an end plate bruce. The projector unit Is centered tend alI :1i'od to the receiver tby means of two sets of three adjust-
mernt screws in the wall of the spacer tube.

Access fo the receiver optics and electronics is obtained by removal of the cylindrical pressure housing, Access to the lamp
Is obtained by removing first the protective guard Oumit F. in Fig, 5), and second, the rear hair of the Projector pressure housing, 'rho
opitical alignment is not affected by this procedure. Lanri: replacement or adjustment aire quickly and simply effected,

The fiber optic light pipe and wires fAin thu receiver it) the proiector are carried through aluminum tubing attached to the re-
spective lace plates by conventional tubing comnpression fittings., A separate tubing length is required for each of the four mies-
suremerit oath lengths.
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SECTION 6K: SURFACE SUPPORT PLATFORM

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the Surface Support Platform and append-
ages used to provide sea-surface support including power, instrumentation, and control of
underwater devices for the Optical Satellite Communications Program BLUE-GREEN experi.
inent, The objectives of the platform-assembly task included the following:

c te e
"(1) Providing a platform which, when deployed, would be sufficiently stable toconduct the experiments under a variety of ocean conditions, It was necessary

that the platform be sufficiently large to provide a work area for up to 7 people
and be sufficiently equipped to support the necessary electrical, mechanical,
and electronic equipments;

(2) Providing vertical access to depths of approximately 50 metres in the form of
an assembly which would be raised, lowered, and rotated and upon which
various instruments could be mounted, The assembly position was required to
be fixable to within 3 degrees (an allowable swing of 2.5 metres at the 50-

metre depth);
(3) Providing a method to traverse an optical detector along a horizontal path

slightly below the surface of the water. It was necessary that orientation of the
horizontal path and the pointing of the detector with respect to the vertical
elements (described In 2 above) be well defined;

(4) Providing support to personnel of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Visibility Laboratory for the deployment and operation of the monitoring
instruments for optical properties-, and

(5) Providing mooring, deployment, upkeep, support, watchstander personnel,
small-boat platform-to-shore transportation, and correction of equipment
breakdowns,

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The objectives were required to be met within 5 months and construction was
scheduled to begin in parallel with the development of experimental equipments which were
only generally defined, Moreover, the task was to be accomplished within an extremely
tight budget. For these reasons, soin rather bizarre and unique designs were employed
with flexibility as the primary guideline.

For example, to fit the budget constraints, It was determined that surveyed and
,.., Ceqstluipment would have to be used, where possible, and this equlinlent would have to

beaugmented with rented accessories. This factor required that the platform be ol' sufficient

size to t'it the available eqJuipmen~t. The cuIstomary approach of designing equipmeont to fit
the available space was not possible in this operation. Thus, for the base plattorm, a large
barge (10,4 by 33.5 metres) was selected. The barge is described in detail in a later portion
of' this appendix.

Several technilues were considered for deploying stable equipment plattforms to the
desired depths. Common to all these techniques was excessive cost for boat and diver opera-

tions. To eliminate most of this cost factor, a technique was devised which would not require
divers and which would cut boat operations to a minimunm. This technique involved the
fabrication of a single piece of pipe, 55 metres long and 0,2 metre (approximately 8 Inches)
in diameter into the form of" a vertical guide assembly to which a plattorm could be fitted

i. . . . . . . li
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and be raised and lowered, Deployment of the system to be accomplished without the use •'• .,•
of divers, was reduced to tile problem of fitbricating, floating, and towing the pipe to the
desired location. At the test location, it was only necessary to attach one end of the pipe r

to the barge and to sink the other end. (Fabrication of the pipe in described in a later tk
section of this appendix.) It was found that the horizontal-path requirements could be met
by suspending a guide rail along the side of the barge. ]'

hi summary, tts depicted in figure I, the overall design concept was to develop a plat- &
form (barge) and to attach a vertical and a horizontal opttcal bench to the platform in the tbrm
of a suspended pfpc and an H-beam guide rail. With this urnmgernent, experiments could be
conducted throttgh an underwater path from eqtflpmet•t mounted on the vertical and hori-
zontal optical benches. The vertical opttctfl bench could also bc used to deploy a htser and
an underwater receiver tbr uplink and downlink measurements, respectively, Later on in 'T,
this appendix, tt section will be devoted to a description of the equipment selected to per-
lbrm the remttlning functions of the platform, Figure 2 Illustrates the overa• layout and
points up the convenience of selecting the large barge us the first step in the operation, "r
Through use of thts procedure, It was possible to equip and test s0parate units at the Labora- 1
tory before transporthag them to tht• barge for installation. In this way, planning and fabrica-
tion were acconlplished in paralM, It was also tbt|nd t'caslblt: to provide a fully self-contained g
maitltenance and support activity aboard the barge, In addition, the large size and stability i

Sof the barge, when moored, provided comfort tbr system operators and, in particular, for
watchstunders who manned the btlrge continuously, l

I
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!
Figure I. Surface platft•rnt design concept. I
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Figure 2. Aerial view of the surface support platform,

TlE BARGE

For the surface platforml, the YC-1087 barge was used. The principal dimensions of'
theo YC- 1087 tire:

Length of 3315 mletres,
Width of 10.4 mletres,
Light dI raft ( 170 tonls) of 0.56) mletre.
Full draft (670 tonls) of 2.44 metres,

The YC-1087 has a 3.6-metre (fromi keel to (leek height) mioldod dleek and Was built by the.
Soule Steel comlpanty, Sun ,Francisco, in 1945, The deck. is gLlarded by steel bulk heads 1 .07
mletres high with two 2,44-metr openings along both sides and at 3.36-metre opening at each
end for- deck-edge access. The deck area Inside thle bulkheads is 8.2 by 26.8 metres rThe
mlaXimum,11 disp1lacemenC~t for openl-ocean tow of the barge Is 570 to'ns.

The interior (below deocks) of' thc barge consists of' 6 void spaces separated by
11th wart ships bulkheads. Access to the voids Is provided by hatches along both sides of the
barge. In ordler to improve thle stability of the barge da.1-ring the tests, the 2 center voids were
t'itted with vents and were Iilled with fresh water, The reCS1.ltin 2-mietre draft also provided
easy a1ccess to the WLatCI SLIrface from the deck edge. The remaining 4 voids were fitted with
external floodinug alarms and were inspected ait 4-hoar intervals.

ThreeC daUVltS (3 mectres high with 2-mnetre projections) were fabricated of 0.121-
mto(4-inch) scL'LIV8 i)1ipe and were fitted into b~earing sleeves (It port anld starbOard

openings (fig I ). Tile davits were swung in anld out by hand using at removable steel arm.
Thedavtswer ftt Idwith sheaves and wer0 uIsed to lower thle water-monitorlng lnlstrllments

over the side atnd 6icr of' thle plat olurm.
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The port after corner of the barge was fitted with a 6-metre A-frame guide which was
fitted to pads welded to the deck. The A-frame was also fabricated of 0,1 22-metre schedule-
80 pipe with sleeve bearings at the feet. Ladder rungs were welded up one leg of the frame
to permit easy access to the top. The A-frame, designed to support a vertical load of 10 tons
at an angle of 30 degrees from the vertical, was used to support the vertical pipe and lest-
instrument platform which represented a maximum load of approximately 3 tons,

Access to the waters edge for boarding small boats was provided by 2 ladders
mounted at the edge of the deck. A 3-metre boom was rigged off the starboard side for
stowing the small boat away from the side of the barge, Access to the test-instrument plut-
form for instrument adjLustments was provided by a hinged deck (2 metres by 1 metre) which
could be lowered alongside the platform, The deck was fitted with hand rails and open deck
grating for personnel safety.

Mooring for the barge was provided by 3 light-weight anchors (680 kilograms each)
each equipped with one-half shot of 3.8 1-cm ( 1,5 in) chain to prevent bottom chaffing and
610 metres of 10.16-cm (4 In) braided nylon line. Excess line was stowed in cubical boxes
1.24 cubic metres in size, Each anchor was equipped with a nilspin retrieving wire and a
marker buoy, The nilspin retrieving wire had a diameter of 1,6 centimeters.

The barge was towed to the test site at Santa Catalina Island and placed in a 3-point
moor in 60 metres of water by the USS HITCHITI (ATF-103). Approximately 350 metres
of line were used on each leg of the moor, The moor was set to point the after corner of the
barge (the A-frame) due South. This was done so that the underwater receiver would have .a
nmaximum unobstructed view of the sun. After mooring, the position of the barge was
checked periodically using relative bearings of landmarks titken with a mountain transit,
The barge was subjected to maximum winds of 35 knots (broadside) and estimated maxlnunil
tidal currents of 5 knots,

Barge trim was recorded during the tests as 0,15 metre or a tilt ot approximately
5 milllradians fore and aft, The position of the barge remained relatively stable during tile
tests, For this reason, positioning of instruments by sighting distant landmarks was expected
to be accurate to ±50 milliradlans, This was true, for example, of the orientation of the
camera axes or the aiming of the laser beam toward the aircraft,

Each side of'the barge wats fitted with at large wooden bumper (0.2 by I mletro cross
section) extending the full length of the barge. The barge draft was such that the bottom
edge of thie bumper was in contact with the surface of the water. An 1-1-beam (.0,15 metre),

'. 18 metres long, was suspended 0. 1 metre away from, and 0, 1 metre Up from tile bottom of
the beam using L-brackets and angle iron (fig 3). The supports were attached to the top flange
of the H-beam leaving the bottoii flange to support and guide a subsurface instrumenelt-
positioning carriage, The one-picu: beam was installed in port and only minor adjustments to
Its configuration were made at the test site,

The positioning carriage (fig 4 and 5) consisted of a I by 0,7 metre section of chininel
Iron fitted with nylon top runners to fit Inside the flanges of the I-i-beam and a sprin,..loaded
roller which pressed up against the bottom of the beam, A yoke assembly was fitted around
the underwater Instrument housing and was attached to bearings on each sidle of the positionhing
carriage. The outboard side ol' the yoke (fig 5) extended up to provide a control arm for
pointing the instrument. A protractor was also littQd to the outboard side of the positionfilg
carriage. Drilled holes in the protractor aligned with a pin inl the contriol arm and allowed
adjustmnClts of thIe instrument pointing ingle of ±80 degrees Iln 5.degree incremnents, T-
handled brakes were threaded Into the outboard side of the positioning carriage to lock the [
unit in position and to minimize wave-induced sway In the suspetided instrunicilt. All assem-
blies were coated with anti-corrosiotn and anti-foul paint.
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iFigure 3. Side view of surface support pint formi showing the horizontal guide track.
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In operation, an instrument is walked to the desired beam location, the operator locks
the positioning carriage in place, and tilts and pins the instrument at the desired angle, During

." the tests, angular positioning of the instrument was considered to be accurate to ±50 milli-
radians and positioning along the beam, ±0.15 metre.

VERTICAL GUIDE AND INSTRUMENT PLATFORM

The vertical guide for supporting the instrument platform at various depths consisted
of a suspended, schedule-40, steel pipe, 56 metres long, and 0.2 metre in diameter, fitted with
a guide rail down one side. The pipe was fabricated in one piece at San Diego and was later
towed to the Santa Catalina test site, Lengths of pipe (nominally 7 metres) were welded
together over I-metro inserts (fabricated by turning down 0,2-metre (diameter) schedule-I 20
pipe sections) to manufacture the assembly. A tall assembly, fitted with a shackle mount
and a 0.05-metre diameter flood and blow port, was welded to one end of the pipe, and a
)head or top assembly was fitted with a slotted flange, pin, and a D-ring for suspension support.
A 0,1 5-metre fitting for a blow and vent port was welded to the top end of the pipe. The full
length along one side of the pipe was drilled, tupped, and fitted with a 0.025 by 0,020 metre
guide rail. The guide rail was segmented into sections, approximately 3 metres in lngth, to
prevent fracture during normad pipe-bending modes, The threads of the bolts used to hold
thuý guide rail In place were coated with elastic stop-leak material to prewvnt water leakage
into the pipe during flotation periods, A tail stop was clamped to the pipe to prevent over-
travel of the instrunment platform when the assembly was placed In service,

To prepare the pipe for tow, both the vent and flood ports were sealed. Eighteen pairs
of pontoons, each 2,9 metres long and constructed of capped segments of 0, I-metre diameter
schedule-40 PVC pipe, were fitted, Each pair of pontoons was positioned and rigged to the
pipe (fig 6) with 0.01-metre diameter braided nylon line, Tile rigging of the pontoon pairs

* providod 3 under-riding lines l'or each pair to support the pijpe, and 3 over.ridlng lines to hold
the pontoons next to the pipe. TlI~e front over-rider for eaich pair of pontoons was passed
through a hole drilled in the guide, rail and served to keep the pontoons f'rom slipping back
1.along the pipe while under tow, The rigging lines were adjusted so that the top edgos of the
pontoon pairs worc In line with tile top edge of the pipe, This was done to ensure that the
pipe, when floated, could not roll over. The entire assembly, pipe and pontoons, was lifted
by cranes aind lowered Into the water, In order not to bend the pipe, the lifting was ueccom-

1 plished using 3 cranes simultaneously. each lifting at two positions along the length of tile pipe.
T'he design of the pontoon system was Intended to provide continuous sutpport along

the lenIgthi of the pipe antd to provide a slightly positive buoyancy (approximately 3 pounds
'Aper metre of pipe length). CalLilations had shown earlier that only about 7 metres of' the

.pipe could be suspended safely without any support other than that provided by the pipe It-
sell'. In addition, It was determined that end-to-end flexing of approximately 3 metres, it'

J Qencoutntered, woulld result in permanent deformation of' the pipe, Silce nomilnal sea condi- WIW
tions over the towing path flrom San lDiego to Santa Catalina Island Include swells in excess
of 2 metres. it was apparent that destruction Of thie ipe would take place if the pipe were
" permitted to ride fully on the stufatce, "

The dry weight of the pipe wits approximately 4700 pounds, The pontoons were
designed to provide approximately 1400 pounds of buoyancy. During the 5-knot tow
(fig 7), the tail was seen to flex atpproximately I metre, side to side, ats the pipe cleared each
swell, (Note that a shark buoy wits ottached to a lin at t lile tail of the pipe to warn small
boaters, The iift of the shark buoy added significantly to the lift of the pontoons calusing
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the tall to lift up in a swell.) The design, however, proved sufficient to allow tile principal
portion of each swell to pass over the pipe. No damage to the pipe resulted during the 130-
km trip.

Once in position alongside the barge, the tow line was removed from the pipe and a
winch line was attached to the D-ring at the top. The winch line was pass,.d through at sheave
at the top of the A-frame and slack was taken out of the line. A tall line was attached to the
pipe and secured to the barge. Next., the over-rider lines on the pontoons were cut leaving
the pipe suspended in the cradle formed by the under-rider lines. The flood plug was removed
from the tail of the pipe and the tall line was payed out simultaneously, As the pipe begun
to flood, it slowly lowered to the vertical position suspended by the winch line and tile A-
frame, Allowing the pipe to flood slowly and to swing down against the force of the pontoons
was intended to help prevent bending of the pipe, Once the pipe was in the vertical position,
the pontoons floated free,

The pipe was hoisted up on the A-frame until Its top was approximately 0,5 metre
above the barge deck, The pipe support was then tiansferred to a swivel and a 0,025-metre
wire hung from the A-frame, A steel bar, 2 metres long, was inserted between the top
flanges and rigged to prevent the pipe from rotating, (Later, the steel bar was used as a lever
to rotate and point thie pipe and Instrument platform during the various phases of data acquisi-
tion,) The guy wires on the A-frame were adjusted to position the pipe in line with the hori-
zontal guide rail, Finally, the vent linu wits opened and the pipe was allowed to fill with sel
water to reduce its buoyancy. Recovery of tile pipe was accomplished by pertorming the
steps in reverse order, blowing the pipe dry and lifting with the tail line to the point where
the pontoons could be refitted,

The instrument lilatfornm (fig 8) consisted of'a 1,5-metre long tubular guide to which
was welded a horizontal table or platform, The guide section was m1anu1factured of' 0,3-
mtre diameter, sehcdoele-40 steel pipe and was ritted on its inside surface with a set of runners
of a UHFM polymer designed to glide along tile pipe and guide rail, The two sides of the hori-
zontal platform table were arranged to accept both the laser and the radiance-scanaer camera.
The top ol the platform was dri-iled to permit a rotational selection (intervals of 60 degrees)
for orienting the instrument mounts, The platform was manufalctured In one piece and then
split In half for installation at the test site, Bolting brackets and guide keys were Installed
before, splitting to ensure the alignment of the final aissemibly. Once reinstalled on the pipe
,at tile test site, the lulfdton assembly was fitted with wire strups leading to ta winch hook coii-i,', figured to slide (town tile Side of'1111 pipe opposite tile gUIdeC rail, The hook wits wratpp~ed

if: with split firc-hiose material to protect tile pipe coatings, The platftorm atssemably Wits raLised

•,ud lowered through Its 55-metre op:rating rtnge by an automatic win ch,
'C The laser m0ount (lig 8) M as conIstrutcted so tas to hold tile laser secul'Cy in place and

to prmllil it to be tilted in 10-degree intervals from zero to 50 degrees, The mnount consists
of 'a rubber-lined clam•il which fits around the laser housing cylinder and to which a pair of
pivot bearings are attached, Olne side of the pivot asse mbly is fitted with I.a tilt-coottrol arm
w h;ch can be pinnedt I 0 a guide prot'actor drilled ait 1 O-degree intervals, The camera mount
Is a r'bber-lined assumbly configured to hold the cameral in till upright position at all tim.l s

The plitforni was also fitted with a 2-axis tilt selnsor to measure deviattions In the
plattorm position catused by pipe sway. During the condluct of the tests, no0 Slgnif'icant
changes in the platform position were observed,

All metal c.omponents fabricated for I le test were coated with atiii-corroslon and
ant i-foul plaints. The rulbber liners were used to electrically isolate the Inst' nme lits From
the pipe lind 1j01ltf0Vor alssenmblles. A negligible amount of pi1tting of the plhil l'onl ill the arleao
of' the laser nMount was noted after approximately 30 days of operation,
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wei c Iashed oget igure 8. I'l vertical Instrument pliltiorni Is shown raised to il

aworking access position. Tue laser mount (right) and the

cam era mou it (lelt' ) are Shown In thle fiJgaro. riL. steel but

pI)issiiig thiou1gli tile toll thNg0 Itth ipC IS uISed to fIX tile
ruothtioina I inclt al in t)[ tile pipe and plapit fri'i assembliy.

Umbilical pi.wer. and datai cablcs leading to thle lasci, the camerllýand. otl clm
w~l':kishe topt ie.ad to tile pnIflAIin111 to0 prIOtC ci 11 i 11 1cLon ' ctors iron plt ing Corcus

Fe~l Umlbilical! cables, were han1d 'led 111d rtrieved t'roni tie dlock of' the barge is the piatt'orni
was rised aS(Ind luowerd.

Phltl'orn (Ileptil Was mlonlitored by Coding thle winlch Cable With colored strip's Lit 1 .5
11etre iuitffil~ls (approxllimatey 5 eicut. This tech1ikii'.i waS AIdC(ill1,ttC to jplOViLdl 0.3-metre
dcctnl-cv ait t11w uuimNilinll depthi (52.5 metres). A mechanical level wnms us~ed to check the

ieltaltionl of, Tile alinura amid t11 kiS1 Olasro thle pflattform be'ore lowering. The laser Wvas louind
to be offset by +2.5 deogrees. lHence. the laser posit ion was recorded to be 2.5 to 52.5
degrees" inll ilcr*C C ntS Of* 1 IC)dgrees. Ihic to only slight Valani(I Io ll tin l e pint form11 or0111ientl o
reicorded oil thle tilt 50115('l, Ilist rIt.ent1 ver Mtical1 LI CS weeV ISSU111d to he known to within

I:3 degrees.
It is inpoilo lint to oblserv, ill .,liplil~' 01' thle tulloASti'~l techn1iqtieS Used to0 deploy0 the

e(quiipnlent , that thle elitire0 systewl wa!s placed into I'1111 op-.rnmtioii within I week of' which 3
days 'were requtiredl I'r towin tipt i pipe and 1),irge into position. R1ýrticuilarly iiotcworthy is
tile I'act thlt 110 ditIiv'rS W01r0 USOed to performil any piitrt ollt tice d eployme nt Operatio ns, Li fact
whlich 11Res1.lfed inl CoiuSidCtnl'Ie S'VjilgS 1 (101dollars and Manhours11.S6-1
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BARGE EQUIPMENT

In addition to tile many fabricated elements deployed with the barge, a large number
of accessories were also installed. For example (fig 2), the most eye-catching piece of equip-
ment is the crane. This unit had a rated lifting capacity of 8 tons and was selected because it
provided a 14-metre hydraulic boom which, from its tied-down position, could service most
of the lifting requirements on the barge. The crane was used as a utility machine for lifting
heavy equipment, loading and off-loading stores and fuel supplies, lifting and positioning the
vertical platform for installation on the pipe, and lifting the small boat and motor aboard
for cleaning and maintenance.

The small boat had a 4.7-metre Fiberglas hull and was equipped with a 55-hor spower
outborad engine. The boat was equipped with steering, shift, and speed controls and was
fitted with a compass and night lights for night transits to the barge.

Tile quarters and maintenance housing unit was a 3 by 10 metre house trailer with the
wheel and towing assemblies removed. The trailer had been remodeled previously as a tern-
porary housing unit and was divided into two staterooms. For use in tile tests, tile forward
stateroom was converted into a storage and maintenance facility and the after stateroom w:Is
fitted with bunks and emergency radio equipment for onboard watchstanding personnel.

The fresh-water storage tank contained 893 letres (500 gallons) of nonpotable fresh
water and was used only for washing down Instruments, cleaning the barge, and mixing
chemicals for the chemical heads. Drinking water was provided from rented bottled-water
supplies.

Two electronic huts were used to house recording and control equipilv'ýIt and the
power-distribution system, Each measured approximately 3 by 4 metres and weighed
approximately 2 tons, Both huts with their installed instruments were tested at the Laboratory
before they were transported to the barge,

The Scripps winch was used to raise and lowor the monitoring instruments for optical
properties, The winch operated from 400-volt, 3-phase, 60-hertz power and was equipped
with a friction clutch to control the rate of change of depth. A smaller winch (gasoline
powered) was also provided for use by Scripps personnel in raising and lowering their smaller
instruments,

The platform winch was a fully enclosed cable winch equipped with 63 metres of
st~dnless-stecl wire and powered by 28 volts (de). The winch had a lift rating of 10 tons and
operated at 2 speeds (5 and 10 feet pcr minute). Control of the wnich was through a remote-
control box which allowed the operator to be as much as 15 metres away fromn the unit it'
reqtuire,, for safety reasons, This winch waIs used to raise the pipe into position duaring Its
"initial installation and Ilater to control raising and lowering of the vertical instrument platform,

Miscellaneous erluipl.h'nt included an 01rc welder', a 0.06 m3/m (2-cfnm), 7182-pascal
(150-psi) air compressor, a httiling and fog-horn system, a 946-litres-per-minute (250-gpm)
.i. ; gasoline-pIowerCd IpLI1Im1 t' flood and fire control, 7 curbonl-dioxide and 6 PKP fire extin-
9.guishers, mast-heard lights, running lights, a black dianiond and a black ball for towing and
mooring re(l LI irmLen ts, flood lights for night lighting, and a refrigerator.

Prime power was proviled by a 450-volt, 3-phase, 60-hertz, 50-kilowatt diesel genera-
tor. Transformers were used to step down to the necessary 200- and I I O-volt supplies, A
400-hertz motor-generator set was installed to provide power for the laser. Direct-current
power I'r the platform winch was obtained by passing i 220-volt supply throvgh a rectifier.
A second gnerator, a gasoline-powered 2 15/110-volt, single phase, 60-hertz, 2-kilwatt unit
was Used aIs an emergency supply and to conserve Ifuel during periMods when lull systeml opera-

S i ti os were secured.
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Gasoline and diesel fuel were stored on the barge. Gasoline was stored in 208-1itre
(55-gallon) drums stowed outboard of the large bulkheads for safety. Refueling of the gaso-
line supplies was accomplished by transporting the drums to shore facilities. Diesel fuel was
stored in a I 500-litre (400-gallon) fuel buffalo, Refueling of the barge with diesel fuel

i•:: (required only once during the experiment) was accomplished by transporting a second

buffalo to the barge, hoisting it above the onboard buffalo (fig 9) and allowing the latter to
fill by gravity.

NZ,,

Figure 9. Replenishing the barge diesel tll supplies.
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SECTION 7
ATMOSPHERICAL AND OPTICAL BACKGROUND

MONITORING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

The solar radiance distribution in the sea depends on several uncontrolled variables
occurring on or above the surface. The most important in terms of magnitude of effect are:

(1) Temporal and spatial fluctuations in sea surface irradiance.
(2) The fraction of the total surface irradiance contributed by the sky.
(3) Wind speed and direction.

Since these variables are uncontrolled they must be monitored, preferably in real time.
Their effects on the underwater light field may then be corrected for in fhe radiance data.
The recognition of this requirement led to the development of the Atmospherical and Optical
Background Monitoring System (AOBMS).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The AOBMS is composed of three functional units as shown in figure 1, They are the:

(1) Sensors

(2) Signal conditioners

(3) Processor

Direct monitoring of the sun is accomplished by the solar monitor, whi, the deck cell
covers the upper hemisphere: i.e., sun plus sky. The pyrheliometer covers the same field as
the deck cell and functions as check on awd backup for the deck cell. Wind speed and direction
are determined by an anemometer and a vaned wind direction indicator.

The sensors output a variety of analog signals that are routed to the Interface Panel
located in the instrument hut housing the Nova computer. The single exception is thepyrhLeliorneter which cones with its own strip chart recorder.

The first stages of signal conditioning occur at the Interface Panel. This unit takes the
sensor outputs and transforms them into DC voltages in the range 0 to 10 volts thereby making
them compatible with the input format of the Analog to Digital converter (A-D).

I11 the A-D the final stages of signal conditioning take place. The DC output of the
Interface Panel is digitized for entry i,-to the Nova 800. Twelve bits (212) of resolution are
available so that a full scale reading from one of the sensors is equivalent to ±2048 digital units.

The digitized background data is now available for entry into the Nova. E•it:,, . ,curs
during radiance scanner operation by command from the Nova unless directly accessed by the
operator. Updated background data is interrogated each time a data set is taken by the
radiance scanner, Both are then stored on magnetic tape and accessed via teletype. A sample

printout Is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1, Atrnoapherical and optical background mnonitoring systemi.
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EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The sensors used in the Atmospherical and Optical Background Monitoring systems

are as follows:

(1) Solar Monitor: This instrument consists of a silicon photodiode (EG&G 444-4)
behind a 100 A interference filter centered at 5200 A (Pomfret 5200-100) which
is identical to the filter in the radiance scanner. The spectral response is shown
in figure 3. The narrow field (7 deg.) is provided by a Gershun tube within which
the detector and filter are located. A panel meter is provided for maximizing
detector input to insure that the instrument is pointed at the sun. Construction
is of aluminim and was accomplished in-house. Unit is shown in figure 4.

(2) Deck Cell: This device, shown in figure 5, is a commercial unit (Bendix, Model CI)
consisting of a selenium photovoltaic detector, a Wratten 57A absorption filter
and a diffuser. The field of view is approximately 180 degrees with a cosine
response from the diffuser. The spectral response shown in figure 6 is peaked at
5220 A with an 820 A bandwidth,

(3) Pyrheliometer: This Instrument consists of a fifty-junction thermopile hermeti-
cally sealed in a spherical glass bulb manufactured by Eppley Laboratories, and a
Minneapolis Honeywell chart recorder. The detector responds equally across the
visible spectrum and has a cosine response over Its field of 180 degrees, The com-
plete unit is shown in figure 7.

(4) Wind Speed Indicator: A Cliniet Instruments Model 011-4 (figure 8) was used to
measure wind speed. The instrument uses three plastic cups to rotate a drive 3haft
at a rate proportional to wind speed. To the end of the drive shaft is attached a
chopper disc, A small lamp is mounted directly above the chopper disc and the
light directed through the disc to a photodiode mounted directly beneath the disc,
Rotation of the disc alternately masks and exposes the photodiode to the lamp
producing pulses of a frequency proportional to the rotation rate of the cups, The
unit has a range of 0 to 90 miles per hour.

(5) Wind Direction Indicator: A rotating vane linked to a 10K potentiometer make up
the wind direction indicator (figure 8). Full scale output is 10 VDC representing
360 degrees.

The signal conditioning portion of the AOBMS is comprised of two units, the Interface
Panel and the Analog to Digital Converter (A-D),

(1) Interface Panel

(a) The interface panel is essentially a panel mounted card cage located in one of
the instrument hait racks. Also included in the panel are reference power
supplies for the deck cell and the wind direction pots, front panel analog out-
puts for operator monitoring of the various sensors, and the adjustments L.
(gain, zero, etc.) necessary for set up. The unit was designed and built in-
house, Function and signal flow is shown in the block diagram in figure 9.
Referring to the block diagram, we first consider the solar monitor interface.
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Figure 4. Solar monitor,
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Figuro 5. Deck cell. 1
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Figure 8. Wind speed und direction sensors,
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The output of the solar monitor is fed to a circuit consisting of a high input
impedance (100K) voltage follower and an output level amplifier. The
output amplifier has gain adjustable from 1/2 to 2.

(b) The deck cell and wind direction indicator have identical interface circuits.
A 10.9 VDC power supply, consisting of two Zener diodes and a voltage
follower, supplies the reference voltage for the sensor's pots. A value greater
than 10 volts was chosen to allow for some lossess, The returned signal from
the sensor Is filtered and attenuated to yield a full scale value of 10.0 volts,
With the level properly set via the Ca_ adjustment, the signal is fed to a
voltage follower for isolation and impedance matching.

(L) The wind speed interface converts an input square wave to an analog voltage
proportional to the input frequency. The input square wave drives a buffer
transistor which fires a monostable multivibrator. The outputs of the mono-
stable are fixed pulse width, fixed amplitude pulses with frequency propor-
tional to the wind speed. These pulses are fed to a lossy Integrator which
takes a running average of the monostable pulses. A capacitor across an op
amp stores voltage proportional to the number of pulses per unit time, The
smoothed output of the Integrator is then presented to the A-D. Provision is
made to adjust the monostable pulse width and pulse amplitude us well as zero
the integrator.

(d) All analog outputs of the interface circuits are made available through a selec-
tor switch for direct monitoring on the front panel.

(2) Digital to Analog Converter: The A-D unit is a commercial unit manufactured by
Analogic Corporation (Model AN5800), Figure 10 is a block diagram of the unit.
The inputs are multiplexed one at a time into a high Input impedance buffer
amplifier, then supplied to a sample and hold amplifier. The buffered analog sig-
nals are converted to digital data via a high speed successive-approximation analog
to digital converter. Digital data is then right hand justified and brought out to the

"4 digitul interface connector for submission to the computer,

Processor: The processing of the digital output of the A-D is accomplished by the Nova
800 computer. This unit is described elsewhere in this report,

CALIBRATION

With the exception of the solar monitor, the atmospherical and optical sensors in the
AOBMS are commercial units and calibration was performed by the manufacturer. Manufac-
turer supplied calibration documentation is included as an Appendix and the results summarized
in table 1.

The solar monitor was calibrated in-house. The calibration was accomplished by
simultaneous sampling o1' the solar irradiance with the solar monitor and a commercial irradi-
antce meter (UDT.--2 IA). The measurement was repeate'd six times with no detectable
variation.Both the solar monitor and the U)DT-21 A were fitted with identical interlerence filters

to insure matching spectral response. A Gershen tube was affixed to the UDT to restrict the
field of view to solar, not sky, radiation.
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TABLE I

Equipment Calibration Constant Accuracy/Linearity

Climet Model 014.5 S=F/.3187 + .52 where 1% of true wtndspeed or
anemometer S = speed (mph) and ±0.1,5 mph, whichever is

F = frequency (rps) greater for 0-90 mph 3
Eppley Model 50 junction 8,85 millivolts cal. cm- 2  ±1% over intensity range
p~rheliomveter rain-1 0.1 to 1.5 cal. cm-2

min-I

Bendix Model S-I irradiance 9,8 X 10- 7 watts cm- 2  Accuracy: standard devi-
meter readout per digit ation .06 or 6.1% ofmtrraotmean. 

,
Linearity: 13% full scale.

Climet wind direction None Linearity: ±0.5% full
indicator scale

Narrow angle/bandwidth 3.81 X 10-5 watts cm" 2  Linearity: ±1% 17 to 50
soklr monitor per division (full scale).

Accuracy: ±5% meter
movement.

The solar monitor's response linearity shown In figure 1I was determined by attenua-
tion of the solar irradiance with neutral density filters. Deviation from linearity becomes
more pronounced at lower irtadiances due to a dark current of one to two meter divisions.
This was not considered a problemn as the instrument was not used at low irradiunces,

To facilitate data handling, the sensor outputs were recorded on magnetic tape as
integers in the range -2048 to 2047. To reconstruct the original values from the stored
integer values, a number of multipliers, shown in table 2, were determined.

TABLE 2

Equipment Multiply Mag Tape Output By:

Anemometer 20.47-1 miles/hour

Deck cell 4.79 watts through a Wratten 57A filtercm2

Wind direction indicator I degrees

-.68w

Solar monitor - for 5154 AX,<5 247 A
A' 615 cn12
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